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This contract effort is being conducted as part of NASA's Energy Efficient
Engine Project. It is managed by the NASA-Lewis Research Center, with C.C.
CiepZuch serving as the NASA Project Manager and J.W. Schaefer serving as
NASA's Assistant Project Manager responsible for this contract.
This semiannual report covers the work perforaed under contract NA$3-20646 for
the period of I October 1981 through 31 March 1982. It is published for
technical information only and does not necessarily represent recoI=endatlons,
conclusions, or the approval of NASA. The data generated under this contract
are being dlsse_/nated within the United States in advance of general
publication to accelerate domestic technology transfer. Since all data
reported herein are prellalnary information, they should not be published by
the recepients prior to general publication by either the contractor or N_A.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Energy Efflcient Engine Component Development and Integration Program is
currently being conducted under parallel contracts with General Electric and
Pratt & Whitney. The Pratt & Whitney effort is funded under NASA Contract
NAS3-20646. The program is under the overall direction of Mr. C.C. Ciepluch,
who is assisted by Mr. J.W. Schaefer, _ASA Project Manager for the Pratt &
Whitney effort.
The objective of the program is to develop, evaluate, and demonstrate the
technology for achieving lower installed fuel consumption and lower operating
cost_ in future coaserclal turbofan engines. NASA has set mlnimum goals of a
12-percent reduction in thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC), 5-percent
reduction in direct operating cost (DOC), and 50-percent reduction in perfor-
mance degradation for the Energy Efficient Engine (flight propulsion system)
relative to the 3TgD-7A reference englne. In _ddition, environmental goals for
emisslons (meet the proposed EPA 1981 regulation) and noise (meet FAR 36-.1978
standards) have been established.
The Pratt & Whitney program effort is based on an engine concept defined under
thc NASA-sponsored Energy Eff.rJent Engine Preliminary Design and Integration
St.ldles Program, Contract NAS._-z0628. This program was completed under an
earlier low-energy consumprlon contract effort, and is discussed in detail in
NASA Report cR-135396. The Pratt & Whitney engine is a twin-spool, direct
drive, mixed-flow exhaust configuration, utilizing an integrated engine-nacelle
structure. A short, st_ff, high rotor and a single-stage hlgh-pressure =ur-
blne are among the major %atures in prov_dlng for both performance retention
and major reductions in m_intenance and direct operating costs. Improved
clearance control in the hlgh-pressure compressor and turbines, and advanced
single crystal materials in turbine blades and vanes are among the major
features providing performance improvement.
To meet the program objectives, four technical tasks were established by the
Pratt & Whitney Pro_c¢ Team and defined in the original Program Work Plan.
Task I, Propulsion S_scem Analysla, Design and Integration - provides for the
preZlminary design of the Energy Efficient Engine flight propulsion system and
for evaluation of the propulsion system/aircraft integration with the assist-
ance of Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed.
Task 2! Componeut AnalTsls , Design and Development - consists of designing,
fabricating, and testing the high risk components as well as supporting
technology tests in critical areas. The cask includes the designing of all
components, plus a te=hnolog5 program to obtain design data on hollow fan
blade t_st specimens; two builds of the high-pressure compressor; a full
annular combustor and supporting programs to define diffuser parameters end
¢ombustor geometry for low emissions; a cooled hlgh-pressure turbine rig and
supporting technology programs in aerodFr|amics, leakage control, and blade
fabrication; aerodynamic rigs supporting the design of a low-pressure turbine;
and scale model mixer testing.
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Task 3, Core Design, Fabrication and Test - provides the design, fabrication,
and test of two builds of the core engine. The core consists of the high-
pressure compressor, ¢ombustor, and high-pressure turbine. The test pro'_*.:_
are structured to obtain aerodynamic and thermodynamic performance of t _ .,;_
ponents and core. These test programs also evaluate the mechanical _.._dvtor
of the structural design.
Task 4, Integrated Core/Low Spoo ! Design, Fabrication and Test - consists of
design, fabrication, and test of the fan, low-pressuze compressor, low-
pr, ;sure turbine, and mixer, all of which will be installed in a boiler plate
nacelle and integrated with the core engine. The boiler plate nacelle will be
acoustically treated and its lines will duplicate the internal flow lines of a
represenEative flight nacelle. The lute rated core/low spool will be tested
to obtain aerodynamic and thermodynamic Ferformance, component matching
characteristics, and data on acoustic and emission characteristics. These
tests will also evaluate mechanical behavior of the integrated core/low spool.
Several program changes were effected during the previous reporting period as
a result of contract modification. The pro8ram work plan was revised in June
1981 to incorporate these changes and was subsequently approved by NASA.
Relative to the previous work plan (February 1980), the most significant
ctmnges are:
o Deletlbn of the Task 3 effort and the addition of a second test to the
Task 4 integrated core/low spool effort.
o Redefinition of the fan effort to replace the shroudless fan blade with
a shrouded design and a redefinition of the Hollow Blade Supporting
Technology Program to a fabrication feasibility effort.
o Addition of a third test to the Hlgh-Pressure Compressor It[ 8 Program.
o Addition of a ta_ential on-board injection (TOBI) test to the high-
pressure turbine component rig test effort and re-ordering of the com-
ponent rig program to conduct the full stage testing first and then, if
necessary, the annular cascade test.
o Deletion of the machining of one set of advanced combustor liner seE-
ments and liner supports.
o Addition of a beneflt/cost study of potential fuel saving technologies
in order to identify those aultable for follow-on technolosy progrsms.
Near the end of the current reporting period, federal gover-,,ent fundin8
changes resulted in the deletion from the NASA contract taek efforts associ-
ated with the integrated core/low spool. 1he relative impact of this to the
on-golng program effort is currently belng assessed.
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The program logic diagram in Figure 1" indicates the task sched_lles and the
relationships between these tasks and their elements over the duration of the
program.
Most of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of
the current reporting period (31 March 1982) has been completed. Exceptions
are indicated in the appropriate technical progress sections of this report.
The remainder of this report presents background information _n_ technical
progress for each of the 8ubtasks of Tasks i, 2, and 4. The technical pro-
gress sections are appropriately divided to reflect (1) previously compAeted
work that has an impact on the technical progress for the current reporting
period, and (2) work accomplished during the current reporting period.
* For all program logic diagrams and work plan schedules presented in
this report, the shaded region represents the current reporting
period; '*M' denotes a major milestone; and '*D' denotes a key
decision polar.
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2.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED
A reference engine concept _as defined and used as the baseline for
assessing fuel-saving technology concept5 as part of the benefit/cost
study program. Evaluation of forty-three fuel-savlng technologies was
completed. As a result of this evaluation, :wenty concepts were recom-
mended to and approved by NASA for refined assessment.
o Testing of the high-pressure compressor rig (build 2A) was successfully
completed, with a total accumulation of 256 hours of running time and
an acquisition of 744 data points. Adiabatic efficiency was within
five-tenths of a percentage point of the goal efficiency of 86.0 per-
cent, while goals for other key parameters such as pressure ratio and
airflow were met. A post-test inspection of the compressor rig showed
that the component parts were in excellent condition. The high-
pressure compressor rig (build 2A) test memo was completed and
submitted to NASA.
o Testing of the full annular combustor rig (build I) was successfully
completed. Test results indicate emissions and aerothermal performance
trends were similar to those demonstrated during the preceding Sector
Combuator Rig Technology Program. These results were used to establish
a performance and emissions baseline with which to compare data obtain-
ed f_om succeeding full annular and sector rig testing. Assembly and
testing of combustor sector rig (build 22) was subsequently completed.
Results from post test analyses indicate an unsatisfactory increase tn
fuel system carburetor tube airflows. _ube modifications are currently
being made to reduce secondary _outer) airflow and increase velocity to
provide the desired performance characteristics.
o High-pressure turbine rig test and instrumentation plans were finalized,
printed and submitted to NASA. Following assembly and oelivery of the
rig to the stand, testing was initiated late in the report period.
Design and off design performance data have been obtained and data re-
duction is currently in process.
-_ -_. ,_L_ _"_._ _,_" 7"_._._.=_-].. ,_'"
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The following sections describe the scope of the total technical effort at the
major task level. Work planned for the current reporting period is identified
at the subtask level, and progress and results relative to this planned work
are discussed in detail.
3.1 TASK i FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
3.1.1 Overall Objective
Produce and maintain the flight propulsion system definition over the period
of performance for the contzacted work.
3.1.2 Task Overview
The definition of the flight propulsion system (I) forms the basis for assess-
ing the capabilities of the flight propulsion system and integrated core/low
spool (measured against program 8oals) and (2) establishes the design of the
experimental hardware for Tasks 2 and 4.
The overall Task 1 effort is accomplished in seven subtasks: (1) propulsion
system prellm_.nary design, (2) control preliminary definition, (3) propulsion
system analysis and design update, (4) propulsion system/aircraft integration
evaluation, (5) program risk assessment, (6) cycle and performance analysis
computer deck, and (7) a technology benefit/cost study. Figures 2 and 3
present the Task 1 logic diagram and work plan schedule, respectively.
The two major milestones of the Task 1 work plan schedule are (1) the flight
propulsion system preliminary design review and (2) the propulsion system/
aircraft integration evaluation. The first milestone is important because
detailed design of the components cannot start until the preliminary design of
the flight propulsion system is approved. Results of the propulsion system/
aircraft Integration initial evaluations provide the first major Indications
of the flight propulsion system capabil_ties measured against design goals.
Most of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of
the current reporti_ period (31 March 1982) has been completed. This in-
cluded (1) completion of the flight propulsion system preliLtnary design and
first design update (plus the companion effort associated with the propulsion
system/aircraft integration evaluation*), (2) completion of the control pre-
lieLtnary definition, and (3) completion of the initial risk assessment. The
* Documented in NASA reports CR-159487 and CR-159488, respectively.
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flight pro_ston system preltatna_ design and first design u_aCe demon-
strafed t_C the flight propulsion system can potentially meet g_ program
objectives. The control prelt_na_ definition established a full au_orxty,
digital electronic system as the prtnutry concepc for the flight propulsion
lyltil. The £nt_-tel risk lllelSment identified the fan, _sh-prensure com-
pressor, turbine, core, and integrated core/low spool as having the critical
program pache that pace the program as scheduled.
Figure 3 Identifies those casks compleced dur£_ the previous reporting periods
and £nd£caces that work on subcaiks 3, 4 and 7 gas scheduled to be performed
during the current raper'clue period. However, the second flight propulsion
system 8ualys18 end design update In subcask 3, scheduled Co have been inlci-
aced durln8 the curren¢ report period, has been postponed unC£1 a later dace
(Sprlng of 1982) at NASA request. Work on eubtnsk 6 (PS/AZX) gas also poet-
poned 8C N_SA request In order co be consistent rich the revined cIatnS for
the second prelIaLtnary analysis end design update. Znformttton derailing the
current status for Chase subtasks is presented in the follouln8 sectio ms.
l
The definition of the flight propulsion Jystet and its components £s periodi-
cally updated as program technical objectives ere completed. The prenenC pro-
pu.lsion system (sea Figure 4) £8 a five-hearing design with ewe a_n support
frances and c_o naln bearin8 compartments. The fan fnstures a sInzle-etage,
ald-part span shrouded blade co provide efficiency 4mprovemenr.. The low-
pressure compressor utilizes concepts co control endumll loss and reduce alr-
fell loss levels. The l_tgh-pressure compressor sIallarly employs these low
lone =oncepCa. The h_gh-preseure compressor operates aC higher rotor speeds
relet£ve co the JTgD-TA hlgh rotor for reduced weight and cost. IC also In-
corporates an acClve clearance control sysCmn for Improved efflc.lsncy. A
ewe-stage combustor Is ut111sed for low emlsslons, The l_Lgh-pressure turbine
features a stnsle-sCa8s design to provide a stgntficanC reduction In tnltial
cost and engine maintenance coot. Sln_ls cryscal alloy airfoils are used co
reduce cooling and Zeaksge flows. The high-pressure turbine also Incorporates
active clearance control co Improve component efficiency. The low-pressure
turbine counterrotates relac£ve to the IzLgh-preuure turbine and Incorporates
act£ve clearance control to Increase component eff£clency. The exhaust _Lxer
is a scalloped design for reduced pressure losl_ Increased efficiency, and
11ght weight. A full authority digital electronic control is used Co promote
efftc£enC e_ns operation and reduce the effects of dacertoraciou. The key
nacelle f,.acures are an integrated eu_tns-uacelle structure wb/ch improves
engine performance retention by reducing engine deflections caused by thrust
end cowl loads. The nacelle Is constructed of composite end honeycomb mate-
rials for reduced weight end Incorporates Improved internal and external con-
cou_n_ and advanced sealing techniques for reduced losses.
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3.1.3 Propulsion System Analysis and Design Update
3.1.3.1 Ob_ective
Continually review the predicted performance levels for the flight propulsion
system and integrated coze/lov spool designs as test data are obtained from
Tasks 2 and 4.
3.1.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The propulsion system is updated at the completion of (1) the fan and combustor
preliminary designs , (2) the detailed design reviews for the components and
integrated core/low spool, and (3) the program. The final update includes
cycle optim4zation for the flight propulsion syste_ based on the overall pro-
gram results. At the completion of the component and integrated core/low
spool design efforts, and at the end of the program, a propulsion system pre-
liminary design review is conducted at NASA-Lewis Research Center to cover the
updated and revised analysis and design efforts.
3.1.3.3 Technical Progress
3.1.3.3.1 Summa. 7 of Work Previousl_ Completed
The definition of the propulsion system and its components has been periodi-
cally updated as program technical objectives have: been met. Table 3-I, not
updated durinK the current reportinK period, presents a comparison of the
evolutionary status of the system performance for the flight propulsion system
design with N_A program goals and the _9D-7A reference evqine. _so includ-
ed in this table are results from the propulsion system/aircraft integration
evaluations. Table 3-II lists the current flight propulsion system perfor-
mance parameters at significant enEine operating conditions.
TABLE 3-1
SU_qARY OF FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATION
FIRST FPS
NASA PRELIMINARY PSA|E D(SIGN STATUS- STATUS- STATUS- STATUS-
GOAL O_;IGN REP'T UPDATE _ CCT,a 1979 M/_CH l_l_y
TSFC ReOuction" 12.0 14.9 14.9 14._ 14.9 14.7 15.1 15.,_
00C Reduction*
DO_at 1¢ NtiS|O. 5.0 7.7 7.6 7.2 7.1 6.5 6.1 6.6
(Avg.)
international MisSiOn 5.0 9.9 9.8 9.4 9.3 8.7 8.9 8.8
(Avg.)
Moise FAR36 FAR36-2 *" ** ** ** -3 :O -5 **
(1978) to -4
Emission
Car_n /qonoxtde 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 ** **
_urned Hydrocarbons 0.4 0.3 O.Z 0.2 0.2 0.2 ** **
Oxt4es of NitrOgen 3.0 4,3 4.3 4.6 4 6 4.6 ** **
Reluctton in Engine 8.6 7.6 2.5 1.3 -3.9 "* ""
Weight*
Red,Jction in [ngt_ 5.9 4.7 1.0 1.4 -1.6 ** **
CoSt*
Recluction tn MII.- 6.2 4.6 4.2 4.7 Z.4 "* **
ttna.ce Cost*
eRe|leave tO scaled JTg0-TA base engtne
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TABLE 3-11
CURRENT FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFOP_IANCE PARAMETERS
Engine, Operatin_ Condition
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum
Polnt Crui s• Climb Takeoff
Altitude (ft) 35000 35000 35000 0
Mach Number 0.8 0.8 0.8 0
Ambient Temperature (OF) -66 -66 -48 84
Net Thrust (Un/nstalled) (Ib) 9355 8935 9960 37025
Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption
(Ib/hr/Zb)
(Uninstalled) 0.550 0.548 0.570 0.327
(Installed) 0.576 0.575 0.596 0.330
Overall Pressure Ratio 38.55 37.35 40.25 31.05
Bypass Ratio 6.51 6.60 6.39 6.83
Fan Pressure Ratio (Duct Section) 1.74 1.71 1.78 1.58
High-Pressure Turbine Rotor Inlet
Temperature (OF) 2235 2195 _410 2485
As part of the evolutionary design process, the propulsion system was resized
to obtain the maximum technology benefit for smaller thrust engines expected
to be required in the late 1980's. The inlet hub/tip ratio of the high-
pressure compressor was also changed to improve aerodynamic performance. These
changes are smmarized in Table 3-111.
TABLE 3-111
1979 PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES
Sea Level Static Takeoff Thrust
(Uninstalled, lb)
Overall Pressure Ratio
Bypass Ratio
Pan Pressure Ratio
Turbine Rotor Inlet Temperature (OF)
(at 84°F Day Takeoff Condition)
Exhaust System Configuration
High-Pressure Compressor Inlet
liub/Ti_ Ratio
Orlslnal Revised
41,100 36,200
38.6 No Change
6.51 No Change
1.74 No Change
2,500 No Change
Mixed Flow No Change
0.63 0.56
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Current Fli&ht Propul_ion S_stem Design
Current Materials
There were no updates during the reporting period to previously established
listings of materials selected for both the flight propulsion system and inte-
grated core/low spool. These materials, selected during previous reporting
periods, are listed in Table 3-1V along with an '*' symbol indicating the
materials changed since January 1981. An explanation of any differences in
materials betwesn the fllght propulsion system and the integrated core/low
spool is also provided. A material equivalency llsting is presented in Table
3-V.
Perforzance Parameters and Detailed Drawings
The flight propulsion system cross section was revised auring the report
period. Major modifications to the cross section include (I) corrections to
the number and arrangement of active clearance control pipes for the
hlgh-pressure compressor and (2) incorporation of the current configuration
for the tailplug. The updated cross section is presented in Figure 5.
There were no updates during the reporting period to performance parameters
or to previously established drawings showing active clearat:ce control system,
piping, and mount cor.flguratlons.
S_stem-Related Activities
Written confirmation to reschedule the second preliminary analysis and design
update to the Spring of 1982 was received from NASA at the beginning of the
report period. A plannln_ update of subtasks to be conducted for the second
flight propulsion system update was completed wlth the intention of conducting
a Preliminary Design Review at the NASA Lewis Research Center in mld-May
1982. However, work planned for late in the report period was not initiated
per_Ing the posslbillty of a program redirection.
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FWA 647
PWA 649
PWA 655
PWA 733
FgA 1003
l_A 1007
PWA 1010
lq_A 1099
lq/A 1202
l_A 1214
_A1_5
lqIA 1224
PWA 1225
I_A 1226
_A 1231
PWA 1262
I_A 1447
PWA 1455
PWA 1480
MEEL 80
MERL 101
HEEL 200
TABLE 3"-V
NATE_AL EQUIVALENCY
MAR-MS09
Intone1 718
Intone1 713C
17-22-A; Teuplex (Low ktloy Steel)
Xncoloy 901
Waspaloy
I,--onel 718
Nodlfled IN-IO0 Alloy (Fomerly MERL 76)
Tlca_t,,- (8AL-1MO-lV)
Titanium (6AL-2SH-4ZR-2MO)
High Creep Stres_th
Titan'Lust (6AL-4V)
ForKed Below Beta Transus
Titan£mt (6AL-2SN-4ZK-2MO)
Forged Below Beta Transus
Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2MO)
Forged Above Beta Transu8
Titanium (6AL-2SN-4ZR-2HO)
Forged, Beta Annealed, Precipitation HeaC
Treated
Titanium (6AL-ZSN-4ZK-2MO) Cross Foiled,
Beta Annealed, Precipitation Heat Treated
Titanium (6AL-_,V) Cast
_-H-247
Modlfted B-1900
Sidle Crystal NI Alloy
Modified lH-lO0 Alloy
Titanium Alumin£de Alloy
StRIle Crystal NI Alloy
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3.1.4 Propulsion System/Aircraft Integration Evaluation
3.1.4.1 Objective
Haintaln a current measure of Energy Efficient Engine flight propulsion
system performance against the program goals that reflect both the latest
engine program status and the latest airframe technology.
3.1.4.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
This subtask assesses the ability of the flight propulsion system to meet
the program design goals of thrust specific fuel consumption, direct
operating cost, exhaust emissions, and noise. Engine/airplane operating
economics, fuel burned, and integration requirements are also evaluated.
Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed assist in evaluating airplane performance
and installation requirements for domestic and international aircraft.
Three updates occur during the contract period concurrent with the three
specific propulsion system designs scheduled in 1979, 1981, and 1983.
The propulsion system/aircraft _ ntegratton evaluation procedure generally
follows the plan of the proposed program. Boeing is studying only a do-
mestic aircraft and _-y par=lctpate in the third update scheduled for 1983.
Lockheed and Douglas are scheduled to participate in =he initial evalua-
tion and all subsequent updates. The ..vision of work between Pratt &
Whitney and the airplane companies re_ains unchanged from the proposed
program.
3.1.4.3 Technical Progress
3.1.4.3.1 Sumaar_ of Work Previously Completed
The 1979 update of the propulsion system/alrcraft integration evaluation
(PS/AIE) was conducted at Pratt & Whitney without participation from Lock-
heed and Douglas. Values for fuel burned, direct operating cost, and
return on investment were updated to reflect the engine design changes
evolving from subtask 3, Propulsion System Analysis and Design Update.
Pratt & Whitney estlnmted the effect of these engine changes on the Boeing,
Douglas, and Lockheed airplanes, using Energy Efficient Engine airplane
simulations and tnfomation from the PS/AIE reports of the airframe manu-
facturers (NASA CR-159488).
3.1.4.3.2 Current Technical Progress
Written approval of revised flight and economic performance ground rules
for conducting the second update of the propulsion system/aircraft inte-
gration evaluation was received from NASA at the begtnnin_ o[ the report
period. However, planning for this update was not initiated as intended
pending the posslblllty of a program redirection.
23
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3.2.5 Beneflt/Cost Study
3.1.5.! Objective
Identify advanced fuel-saving technologies, whose timing is beyond the scope
of fuel-saving technology being developed in the current Energy Efficient
Engine program, and incorporate these technologies into a preliminary design
of the flight propulsion system.
3.1.5.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
To accomplish these objectives, the Beuefit/Cost Study progra= was structured
into four subtasks:
Subtask
l)
Title and Purpose
Beneflt/Cost Stud_ Ground Rules and Screeni_: Establish the
bas£c ground rules to be used in the beneflt/cost study as well as
providing for the selection and initial screening of at least 30
candidate technology concepts. Following completion of the
screening effort, twenty fuel-saving technology concepts wlll be
recommended to NASA for approval to proceed wlth a refined assess-
ment, as defined under subtask 2.
2)
3)
4)
Beneflt/Cost Study Refined A_sessment: Further evaluate the 20
concepts selected in subtask l. Design and analysis efforts are
conducted to obtain refined fuel savings, cost, and environmental
characteristics. Technology development risk and probability of
success assessments aid in ranking the concepts. Technology pro-
grams are defined, including the elements, schedule, cost, and
testing requirements. The 20 technology concepts are ranked and
at least i0 of the more promising concepts are recomfended to NASA
for approval of further evaluatiov under subtask 3.
Integration of Beneflt/Cost Stud_ Concept into Engine S_stem:
Integrate the best concepts selected in subtask 2 into the Energy
Efficient Engine propulsion system. A system cross section is
prepared and analyzed for use in performance end weight
estimates. System benefits are detelmln(d and a preliminary
technology development program plan prepared.
Benefit/Cost Study Reports: Prepare and submit oral and written
status reports required by the contra_t.
24
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3.1.5.3 Technical Progress
3.1.5.3.1 Summa_. _/ Of Work Previously Completed
Effort directed toward the first subtask, Beneflc/Cost Study Ground Rules and
Screening, was initiated late in the previous report period wlth submittal of
proposed study ground rules co NASA for revlew and approval•
3.1.5.3.2 Current Technical Pro_re.ss
Reference Engine Definition -- A reference engine concept, representing the
full performance potential' with Energy Efficient Engine technology, was de-
fined as a baseline for assessing fuel-saving technology concepts that extend
beyond the scope of Energy Efficient Engine program technology. Engine over-
all pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature levels of the flight propul-
sion system were beld fixed to be consistent with Energy Efficient Engine
materials and cooling technology. The bypass ratio was re-examined using
$1.50/gallon in fuel cost to reflect the increase in cost from when the flight
propulsion system cycle was selected in 1977 using a fuel price of 35-45 cents
a gallon.
A comparison of the overall cycles selected for both the 1977 study and 1981
study is presented in Table 3-VI. The only difference is a 10 percent higher
bypass ratio and corresponding lower fan pressure ratio in the 1981 study co
improve performance.
TABLE 3-VI
SYSTEM CYCLE SELECTION
(35,000 ft, 0.8 Hn, Maximum Cruise)
Flight Propulsion
System (1977)
Benefit/Cost Study
aef. E.n_ine. (1981)
Bypass Ratio 6.5
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.74
Overall Preset:re Ratio 38.6
Combustor Exit Temperature (des-F) 23,15
7.2
1.65
38.6
2315
t
!n addition co a redefinition of the system cycle, conftgurational changes to
the benefit/cost study reference engine were also made relative to the flight
propulsion system to further improve performance. These modifications, ident-
ified in Figure 6, _re listed below.
(1) A three inch increase in fan diameter which results in a higher
bypass ratio and corresponding lower fan pressure ratio.
(2) A three inch reduction to th_ axial length _f the high-pressure
compressor component.
25
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(3) Replacement of the two-zone (pilot and main) combustor with a
single-zone combustor to reduce cost, weight and pressure loss.
(4) A two-stage high-pressure turbine component that provides an
improvement in efficiency of two and one-half percentage points
compared to the flight propulsion system single-stage high-
pressure turbine.
(5) A five-stage low-pressure turbine that provides an efficiency
improvement of one percentage point compared to the flight pro-
pulsion system four-stage low-pressure turbine.
(1)
BENEFIT/COST STUDY REFERENCE ENGINE
-;-_,.--.--__ l_
' ! t i I ¢s)
--._ _. .-,/ . ,_
--
Figure 6 Benefit/Cost Study Reference Engine Indicating
Configurational Differences Compared to the Current
Flight Propulsion System
Comparative performance, weight, and cost estimates were made for the two
engine configurations. These estimates were used to assess fuel burned and
direct operating cost for a short range twinJet, a medluu range triJet, and •
long range quadJet. Study results, summarized in Table 3-VII, indicate a 5
percent reduction in fuel burned and a 0.9-2.5 percent reduction in direct
operating cost relative to the Energy Efficient Engine flight propulsion
system.
26
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TABLE 3-VII
BENEFIT/COST STUDY REFERENCE ENGINE
STATUS RELATIVE TO FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM
Performance, Weight and Cost Estimates:
Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (Installed) (%)
Weight (Installed)* (ibm)
Acquisition Cost (Installed)*
Maintenance Cost (Installed)*
Fuel Burned
1500 Nautical Mile TwinJet
3000 Nautical Mile TriJec (%)
5500 Nautical Mile Quadjet (%)
Direct Operating Cost ($1.50/sa]lon fuel cost)
1500 Nautical Mile Twinjet
3000 Nautical Mile TriJet (%)
5500 Nautical Mile Quadjet (%)
-4.7
+230
+$70K
+$13 / EOH**
-5 .I
-5.4
-6 •l
-0.9
-1.7
-2.5
*Constant Inscallud Cruise Thrust
**Engine Operaci.ng Hour
Initial Screeuin_ of Technolo_ Concepts -- Written approval of benefit/cost
study ground rules, proposed in the last report period, was received from NASA
early in the current report period. Forty-three concepts were selected and
initially screened by evaluating potential fuel savings and direct operating
cost reductions based on incorporation of these concepts into the benefit/cost
reference engine configuration. Results from these evaluations, presented in
Table 3-VIII, t tdicate the majority of concepts evaluated offer reductions to
fuel burned and direct operating cost of between 0.1 and 0.5 percent. These
relatively inconsequential differences make a justifiable definition of rank-
ings impossible, Therefore, criteria used for selecting candidates for re-
fined evaluation under subtask 2 were revised to include those concepts that:
(1) offer fuel savings and direct operating cost reduction, (2) represent an
evolutionary extension of current technology rather than an innovative design
approach, and (3) are amenable to meaningful analysis Using these criteria,
concepts were selected as candidates for refined assessment, recommended to
and approved by the NASA Project Office.
Initial effort directed toward refined assessment of the technology concepts,
scheduled to begin during the report period, has been delayed by mutual agree-
ment between NASA and Pratt & Whitney pending a decision on possible redirec-
tion of the benefit/cost study program.
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TABLE 3-VIII
TECHNOLOGY BENEFIT/COST STUDY SCREENING SUMMARY
Concept
Code
Concept TSFC Red- Fuel Savings
Title uction (%) % Block Fuel
Fan
F-I
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5
F-6
Shroudless, Hollow Fan Blade 0.6
Tuned Fan Blade 0.6
Reduced Hub/Tip Fan 0.4
Swept Fan Blade 0.5
Fan Blade Clearance Adjustment 0.i
Fan Exit Guide Vane Endwall 0.i
Suction
0.6
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.i
0.2
Compressor
C-I Radial Work Endwall Improvement 0.2
C-2 2nd Generation Controlled 0.2
Dif_uslon Airfoils
C-3 Pressurized Inner Seal Cavities
(Dropped From Study)
C-4 Variable Compression
(Alt. Cycle Changer Simpler)
C-5 Centrifugal Compressor 0.0
C-6 Integrated Exit Guide Vane/Strut
(Deferred to Subtask 2)
0.2
0.2
Combustor
C3-I Mark 4 Combustor 1.2
CB-2 Advanced Segmented Liner 1.0
1.4
1.2
Hi6h-Fressure Turbine
HT-I Leaxmd/Bowed Vanes 0.5
HT-2 Increased AN 2 (annulus area
times wheel peed (disk rpm)) 0.4
HT-3 Increased Efficient Blade
Cooli_ 0. i
HT-4 Airfoil Thermal Barrier Coati,_ 0.3
HT-5 Single Crystal-lO00 Vane with
PS200 Coetin8 0.3
HT-6 Single Crystal-2OO0 Vane with
PS200 Coat,hE 0.i
HT-7 Single Crystal-3000 Vane with
PS200 Costing 0.I
HT-8 Fabricated Vane 0.0
0.6
0.4
0.i
0.4
0.4
0.i
0.i
0.0
Direct Operating
Cost Reduction (%_
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.i
0.i
0.i
0.1
0.2
0.7
1.0
0.4
0.2
O.1
0.3
0.3
0.i
0.i
0.2
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TABLE 3-VIII (continued)
TECHNOLOGY BEI_FIT/COST STUDY SCREENING SUMMARY
Concept Concept
Code Title
TSFC Red-
uction (%)
Fuel Savings
Z Block Fuel
Direct 0peratin E
Cost Reduction (%)
Low-Pressure Turbine/Exhaust Mixer
LT/M-I Improved Mixer 0.2 0.2 O.i
Air Management
A-I
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
Modulated TOBI System
Modulated Combustor Air
Modulated Vane Cooling Flow
Radial Flow TOBI
Optimized Customer Bleed
Closed Loop Active Clearance
Control
Precooled Turbine Cooling Air
with Fuel Coolant
Improved Low-Pressure Turbine
Active Clearance Control
0.I (Cruise) 0,0 0.0
0.i (Cruise) 0.0 0.0
0.4 (Cruise) 0.2 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
3.7 0.9 0.5
0.5 (Above 0.4 0.i
20,000 ft)
0.4 Deleted because of cokin8 potential
0.2 0.3 0.3
Installation
I-I
I-2
I-3
!-4
I-5
I-6
I-7
Low Pressure Loss Duct 0.2
Low Isola:ed Drag Nacelle 0.7
Low Interference Drag Instal. 3.0
Nacelle Vent Thrust Recovery 0.2
Engine Torque @ Front Mount
(Deferred to Subtask 3)
Variable Jet Area 0.1
All Electric Power Extraction 1.5
0.2 0.I
0,9 0.6
3.6 _.2
0.2 0.I
0.2
1.8
Structures/Mechanics
S/M-I
SlM-2
S/M-3
SIM-4
SlM-5
Composite Fan Cases 0.0
Composite Intermediate/Fan
Exit Case 0.0
Integrated Fan Containment/
Nacelle Inlet 0.0
Composite Core Cowl 0.0
High Efficiency Reduction Gear 3.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.i
3.1
0.i
0.i
0.05
0.0
1.6
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3.2 TASK 2 COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
3.2.1 Overall Objective
The overall objectives for Task 2 are to: (I) establish preliminary component
configurations, (2) conduct supporting technology programs to evaluate Energy
Efficient Engine concepts, (3) produce component detailed designs, and (4)
evaluate the Energy Efficient Engine hlgh-pressure compressor, combustor, and
hlgh-pressure turbine in full-scale component rigs.
3.2.2 Task Overview
The Task 2 effort focuses on the design, fabrication, and testing of the major
components to be used in the Task 4 integrated core/low spool experimental
verification program. In addition, the results of Task 2 testing are fed into
the flight propulsion system analysis and design updatps of Task I. Specific
performance goals for these components are shown in the subsequent component
effort sections of this report.
The preliminary component designs are based largely on results from the Energy
Efficient Engine Preliminary Design and Integration study (NAS3-20628) com-
bined with results of other government and Pratt & Whitney related programs.
There are areas where additional evaluation of Energy Efficient Engine con-
cepts Is necessaz_ before committing to the Energy Efficlent Engine detailed
design. In these areas, supporting technology programs provide that evalu-
ation in a timely manner. The detailed component designs are ac_ompllshed as
an extension of the preliminary component designs, reflecting supporting tech-
nology program results, as applicable, and Task 1 input.
Preliminary component designs are 'flight' designs and support the propulsion
system preliminary deslg_ effort of Task i. Systems (lubrlca_iou, breather,
thrust balance, and active clearance control) are worked Jointly between Tasks
1 and 2 during the prellminary design phase. A detailed design of the exhaust
mixer is not accomplished under Task 2. Instead, a test mixer detailed design
is provided as pert of Task 4.
P=ogram fabrication schedules are stringent, and certain constructions require
early starts. In gener$1, raw material is ordered as early as rough shapes
can be defined, thus ensuring material availability at the time detailed
drawings are completed. As hardware definition becomes known during the
detailed design phase, those parts requiring early fabrication are identified
and permission to proceed is requested from NASA.
The program logic diagram is shown in Figure 7, and the work plan, in Figure
8. The logic diagram shows the relationship of the supportiog technology
programs to the component effort. Specific logic diagrams for each component
are sbowu In aubsequent sections.
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Critical _lestoues
(1) H/gh-Pressurt_ Compressor:
(a) Complete first high-pressure compressor rig test.
(b) Complete high-pressure compressor airfoil design update.
(c) Defxne the high-pressure compressor airfoil rework for the core.
(2) Diffuser/Combustor:
(a) Confirm the combustor liner configuration.
(b) Complete the annular combustor rig test.
(3) High-Pressure Turbine:
(a) Complete hlgh-pressure turbine rig testing.
Most of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of
the current reporting period (31 March 1982) has been completed. Exceptions
are indicated iL the appropriate t_chn_cal progress sections of this report.
Figure 8 identifi_s tasks that were completed during the previous reporting
periods. It also identifies tasks which were initiated, continued, or com-
pleted during the current reporting period. The component discussions that
follow describe this work in more detell.
Major program changes affecting Task 2 include (i) elimination of the scaled
fan supporting technology program, (2) transfer of the shrouded fan analysis
and design effort from Task 4 to Task 2, (3) transfer of the shroudless blade
fabrication effort from Task 4 to the TRW subcontract effort in Task 2, (4)
addition of a tangential on-board injection rig test to the High-Pressure
Turbine Rig Test Program, (5) reduction of the Hollow Blade supporting tech-
nology program to a fabrlc_tlon feasibility effort, (5) addition of a third
test to the High-Pressure Compressor PiE Test Program, and (7) deletion of the
machlnlnS of one set of advanced combustor liner segments and liner support
frames.
, i
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3.2.3 Fan
Fan program effort has been redirected to place more emphasis on design and
fabricatlc_ c[ _6e shrouded fan design. This redirection was necessary when it
became apparent that d=lays in fabrication of the shroudless, hollow blades
precluded their availability in time for integrated core/low spool testing in
Task 4. The objectives and scope of effort reflect this change in emphasis.
3.2.3.1 Overall Objective
The primary objective of this effort is to design a single stage, aft part
span shroud fan blade =omponent for use in the integrated core/low spool in
Task 4. The fan is designed to produce a pressure ratio of 1.74 outer dla-
meter/l.56 inner diameter with a goal flight propulsion system (FPS) adiabatic
efficiency of 86.3 percent. The aspect ratio of the blade is 4.0. Experi-
mental fan component expected efficiency for the integrated core/low spool is
84.7 percent.
A secondary objective of the fan component effort is :o design a single stage
fan which utilizes a shroudless hollow titanium 2.5 aspect ratio fan bl_de and
to explore the feasibility of fabricating such an airfoil by i) lamination of
multiple tltsnium sheets, and 2) the superplastlc formlng/dlffuslon bonding
technique.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between program activities and contract Tasks
1 and 4. The prell.,inary and detailed design phases provide design input to
the blade fabrication effort in the Hollow Blade Technolosy Program.
3.2.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The fan component effort is initiated with the shroudless fan blade preliminary
design wh!ch consists of a twelve month design effort to establish the feasi-
bility of this design concept and provide co_elguratlon definition to the
supporting technology program. This design phase provides a layout drawing of
the fan component, a fan blade fabrication approach, and a substantiating
design data package presented to NASA at a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) in
February 1979.
Immediately followlr_ NASA approval of the preliminary design, an eight month
detailed design of the shroudless fan blade is undertaken Lo provide the
Hollow Blade Technology program wlth a blade design to be fabricated under a
TRW subcontract. Moreover, a fabrication feasibility study is conducted under
subcontract with Rockwell Znternatlonal to explore the suitability of employ-
ing the muperplastlc forming/dlffuslon bonded technique for fabrication of
hollow, shroudless fan blades.
.
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The shrouded fan detailed design effort is accomplished in 1980 to allow suf-
ficient fabrication time for incorporation in Task 4. The results of thls
detailed design effor_ are presented to NASA at a Detailed Design Review in
December 1980. Shrouded fan hardware fabrication is accomplished as part of
the Task 4 effort. Figure 9 indicates that all technical effort associated
with the fan component design program is complete. Program results are
reported in NASA CR-165466.
3.2.3.3. Supporti_ Technology
3.2.3.3.1 Scaled Fan Ri_ Test _ro_ram
Pratt & Whitney and NASA mutually agreed to delete the scaled fan supporClng
technology effort from the overall program because (I) resulzs of rig testing
would not be available to affect the final sbroudless blade design and (2)
re-assessment of the balance between available contract funds and cost of
technical work planned for the remainder of the program indicated that the
technical effort would have to be reduced.
3.2.3.3.2 Hollow Blade Technology Program
All technical work for th/s supporti_ technology program has been completed.
Program results appear in NASA Report CR-165586.
o
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3.2.4 Low-Pressure Compressor
3.2.4.1 Overall Ob_ectlve
Design a four-stage low-pressure compressor with a design pressure ratio of
1.77 and an adiabatic efficiency of 89.9 percent. The corresponding expected
efficiency for the low spool component of the experimental integrated core is
87.5 percent. Additional design goals are an inlet flow of J42.1 lb/sec, a
surge margin of 20 percent, and a llfe of 20,000 missions and 30,000 hours.
3.2.4.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The program consists of (I) a preliminary analysis and design phase that
determines Lhe feasibility of the low-pressure compressor design, and (2) a
detailed analysis and design phase that completes the compressor design for
use in the integrated core/low spool (Task 4). There Is no component rlg
program or su, porting technology program. The design data and the verifica-
tion of advanced concepts are obtained principally from related Pratt &
Whitney programs such as an in-house supercrltlcal cascade program, the NAVAIR
Supercrltlcal Cascade Test, and the NASA Front Stage Program (Contract No.
NAS3-20899). Low-pressure compressor hardware for the low spool portion of
the integrated core/low spool phase is fabricated in Task 4. As shown in
Figure I0, the preliminary design effort starts at the beglnnin@ of the con-
tract in support of Task i. The results are presented in a preliminary design
review In February 1979. The low-pressure compressor detailed analysis and
design begins in October 1979.
Following the acceptance by NASA of the low-pressure compressor detailed de-
sign, the low-pressure compressor component is fabricated and tested in the
Task 4 integrated core/low spool program.
3.2.4.3 Technical Progress
All technical work for Task 2 component analysis and design, as shown in
Figure i0, has been completed. Results from thls program effort appear in
NASA Report CR-165354.
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3.2.5 High-Pressure Compressor
3.2.5.1 Overall Objective
Design a ten-stage, high-pressure compressor with a pressure ratio of 14:1, an
adiabatic efficiency of 88.2 percent and an average blade aspect ratio of 1.5.
The efficiency expected for the high-pressure compressor component in the
integrated core/low spool is 86.S percent. Additional design goals are an in-
let corrected flow of 77.5 lb/sec, a surge margin of 20 percent, and life of
20,000 missions and 30,000 hours.
3.2.5.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The program consists of four major efforts. The first is the preliminary
analysis and design phase, in which the feasibilility of the compressor design
is determined. Next is the detailed analysis and design phase to provide the
hardware design for both the high-pr_ssure compressor rig program and integra-
ted core/low spool program. Fabrication of nonrotati_ and rotati, 8 hardware
for the high-pressure compressor rig program is the third major effort. The
fourth is the high-pressure compressor component rig program, which is aimed
at verifying and optimizing the compressor design.
Figure 11 shows the relationship between the elements of this task and con-
tract Tasks 1 and 4. As shown, the program begins with the preliminary _esign
activity, which provides design input to the high-pressure compressor compon-
ent rig program and to Task 1 as wel] as to the detailed design activity that
immediately follows. Layout drawings and substantiatin_ data evolving from
this preliminary design effort were presented to NASA for approval at a preli-
minary design review in September 1978. Results from the detailed design
activity were presented for NASA approval at a detailed design review in
February 1980. Component and rig hardware is fabricated simultaneously. All
hardware is transferred to the rig progcam in October 1980 for assembly in the
test rig. Upon completion of analysis of the second build test data, the air-
foil designs are updated, as required, to optimize the compressor design. The
resultant airfoil requirements are utilized for hardware fabrication and
transferred to Task I for the final flight propulsion system update. The
third rig test uses the reworked airfoils and evaluates the performance of the
optimized compressor design.
The critical milestones for the high-pressure compressor effort are showl in
the work plan schedule presented in Figure 12. As shown in this figure, the
followin 8 task efforts have been completed to date: (i) preliminary design of
the component; (2) detailed design of both the component and rig; (3) rig
build 1 assembly, tests and post-test analysis activities; and (4) build 2
test and assembly activities. Component fabrication efforts are continuing,
as are build 2 post-test analysis efforts. Component rig (build 3) efforts
have been delayed pending results of build 2 post-test analysis.
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3.2.5.3 Technical Progress
3.2.5.3.1 Summary of Work Previously. Completed
The Energy Efficient Engine high-pressure compressor component and companion
rig designs are illustrated in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. All detailed
design and analysis of the compressor component and rig has been completedj
and a design review was held at NASA-Lewis Research Center in February 1980.
A detailed discussion of the results of this effort is presented in the Fourth
Semiannual Status Report.
The high-pressure compressor for the Energy Efficient Engine has ten stages.
The first four stages contain variable geometry sta_ors. The front case is s
split configuration to accommodate the variable stators, while the rear case
is of single piece construction. Active clear&nce control is incorporated in
the rear stages. The compressor design also features a drum rotor construc-
tion, extensive use of titanium in the static struceure, and significantly
fewer airfoils. Incorporation of these technology concepts into the assembly
results in a component that is lighter, less costly, _nd easier to maintain.
Current performance parameters for the compressor component at significant
engine operating conditions are presented in Table 3-IX.
The design of the ten-strut compressor intermediate case was also included in
the hlgh-pressure compressor preliminary analysis and design effort, and con-
ciuued into the detailed analysis and design phase. The intermediate case is
designed to:
O
O
0
0
0
o
o
o
o
support the fan case;
provide a portion of the fan flow_ath and provisions for clamping
the nacelle D-ducts;
carry nacelle loads (load sharing assumed)_
contain the fan exit vanes;
support the low-pressure compressor stetlc structure and bleed
actuating mechanism;
form the low to hlgh-pressure compressor flowpath;
suppcct the fan and high-pressure compressor rotors;
provide front mount locations;
support accessory drive shafts and gears.
Fabrication of the component and rig-unique hardware in support of the build 1
rig test program was completed. The rig was assembled and delivered to the
Pratt & Whitney test facility, stand X-211, on 17 May 1981. Subsequent
testing of the build 1 configuration was termlnated early _u the program be-
cause of high stresses on the rig rear thrust balance piston seal. The high
stress was attributed to seal flutter occurring when the pressure dlfferentlal
across the piston was Increased. Since no data were acquired either et or
near the aerodynamic design, the build 1 rig test provided no insight Into
compressor performance.
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TABLE 5-1X
CURRENT HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR FERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Aero.
Des. Point
Engine Operatln_ Conditions
Maximum Maximum
Cruise Cruise Takeof f
Pressure Ratio 14.00
Efficiency (Z)
(Ad laba tlc) 88.3
(Polytroplc) 91.7
Inlet Corrected Airflow
(ib/sec) 77.65
Inlet Specific Airflow
Ib/sec/f t2) 38.0
Inlet Corrected Tip Speed
(ft/sec) 1245
Rotor Speed (rpm) 13180
Exit Temperature (OF) 898
13.85 14.25 13.05
38.4 88.1 39.4
91.7 91.6 92.4
77.05 78.40 74.20
37.7 38.4 36.3
1240 1250 1225
15090 13585 13q70
883 976 1060
For testing in build 2, the rear thrust balance piston seal was modified to
eliminate the flutter-induced stress condition. The revised seal featured a
larger cross section, a single knife edge, and two rim ring dampers for better
stability. Assembly of the build 2 tlg was completed on 27 July 1981, and the
rig was delivered to the X-211 test facility.
The test program commenced on 17 August i981. A preliminary analysis of
stress and vibration survey data, in which an acceleration to 105 percent
rotor speed was made, indicated acceptable stresses on the thrust balance
piston. However, high vibration occurred on _he front of the rig du.ing this
stress survey. Following rig shutdown, an investigation disclosed that the
rotating strain gage slip ring drive shaft separated fr_ the front of the
titanium rotor and damaged several parts in the front bearing compartment.
Testing was again terminated prematurely. The rlg was removed from the test
stand and the effort required to repair the damaged parts #as initiated. _he
rig, thus modifled, was designated Build 2A.
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3.2.5.3.2 Current Technical Progress
Hi_h Pressure Compressor Ri_ (Build 2A) Design z Fabrication and Assembly N
The slip ring drive system was modified to eliminate the problem experienced
with the original configuration, as reported in the Seventh Semiannual Status
Report. A comparison of the original system _eslgn with the new system design
is shown in Figure 15. The rig slip ring drive modifications, identified in
Figure 15, consist of (i) a shorter shaft axial length to reduce the overhung
moment, (2) a reduction in the axial length of the inner intermediate case
front flange, and (3) replacement of the riveted joint on the compressor front
hub with a threaded joint. Fabrication of the revised slip ring drive shaft
was completed along with other minor parts to replace those parts damaged
during the test (build 2). A new front carbon seal w_s purchased from exist-
ing inventory, and the rig intermediate case inner f_suge was modified.
Changes to the compressor front hub were installed without removal of the
rotor from the rig. All parts were available for rig assembly by early
October 1981. The revised slip ring drive configuration was installed in the
r13 and the slip ring was mounted. Instrumentation removed previously to make
the repairs was reconnected. The assembled rig was returned to the test
facility on 20 October 1981 for installatlon.
High-Pressure Compressor Ri_ (Build 2A) Test -- Testing resumed on 28 October
1981, and the .program was completed on i0 December 1981 without interruption.
The series of tests outlined in the Test and Instrumentation Plan was complet-
ed as defined, except for testing at maximum speed with a heated inlet. This
portion of the program was aborted after several unsuccessful attempts were
made to achieve an acceptable inlet temperature profile from the facility
heater.
Total rig running time for builds i, 2 and 2A was 236 hours. A total of 744
data points was recorded, includin_ 33 surges. No blading modifications were
made during the test period other than restaggering the variable stator rows.
The compressor initially underflowed the altitude cruise design point by
ap_roxlmarely 6 percent, with efficiency slightly more than 2.5 percentage
points below the goal. This performance was the result of work in the middle
to rear stagec being less than design. An initial attempt at restaggering the
vane schedule achieved the design flow level and increased the efficiency by 2
percentage points. Further optimization of stage matching increased efficiency
an additional two-tenths of a point.
Following optimization of compressor efficiency, a change in the demonstrated
performance level was produced by the occ_rance of two events. The first was
the Initial high speed surge and the second was a rapid acceleration to a
rotor speed in excess of that required for the integrated core/low spool
engine. Performance measurements showed a net deterioration of 0.8 percent in
flow and 1.2 points in efficiency. A subsequent teardown inspection at the
conclusion of testing indicated thzt an increase in rotor tip clearances and
knife edge seal clearances was responsible for the degradation in performance,
46
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Before the deterioration in performance occurred, however, the compressor was
optimized for the best combination of surge margin and flow. No loss in oper-
sting line efficiency was noted, while surge margin was increased by about 4
percent. This version of compressor rematch has been proposed for the first
build of the integrated core/Icw spool engine, for which performance has been
documented over the full range of engine operating conditions. Additional
tests were conducted to determine the effects of Reynolds number, inlet dis-
tortion and bleed quantities on performance.
The compressor maps in Figures 16 and 17 show the demonstrated performance for
the high speed and starting regions, respectively. These results are based on
data acquired fro= the six total pressure and six total temperature radial
Instrumeutatlon rakes at the compressor exit. All data points were recorded
with the bZeeCs operational and in an inlet Reynolds number range appropriate
for the engine. Correcclon_ to flow, pressure ratio and efficiency are refer-
enced co the inlet station instrumentation located at the Intermediate case
strut leading edge.
Adjustmezlts to the performance maps account for discharge wake rake and pole
rake sampling, inlet and discharge probe Mach number recovery, estimated inlet
and leading edge instrumentation losses, and the deterioration measured over
the period of the test. A listing of these adjustments is presented in Table
3-X.
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Figure 16 High-Pre_sure Co=pressor Performance at High Speed Operation
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TABLE 3-X
SUMMARY OF COMPRESSOR PEKFORHANCE ADJUSTMENTS
(All values in percent)
100%
Corrected Speed
Cruise Op Line
Test Efficiency 83.6
6 Total Pressure and 6 Total Temp
Rakes Interchanged 0.i
Wake Rake vs. Pole Rake Samplin 8
(Gap Plus Radial Averaging) -0.3
Total Temp Probe Mach Number Recovery 0.4
Inlet aud Lead Edge Instrumentation 0.5
Deterioration 1.2
Adjusted Rlg Efficiency
97%
Corrected Speed
SLS Op line
83.8
0.I
-0.3
0.4
0.5
1.2
85.5 85.7
First Aero Build Goal 86.0
Reynolds Index Adjustment .....
Pig Penalty - Leakage in Variable
Rear Stages 0.5
First integrated core/low spool
Compressor Efficiency
First integrated core/low spool
Efficiency Goal
0.i
0.5
86.0 86.3
86.5 87 .I
With these adjustments, compcessor performance can be summarized as follows:
The design airflow and pressure ratio were achieved at rig build
clearances •
The demonstrated adiabatic efficiency was within 0.5 point of the rig
goal.
Sur8e msrgln, although less that. the flight propulsion system goal,
Is adequate for the first test of the integrated core/low spool
engine.
Start region stall margin and efficiency are comparable to those
experienced wlth core compressors of other engines having satis-
factory starting characteristics.
The compressor ls Insensitive to inlet pressure distortion throughout
the operating rauge.
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A comprehensive analysis of rig aerodynamic performance data has been started.
Potential areas for performance improvement, as indicated by analysis to date,
include velocity profile weakness at various blade hubs or tips, stator-rotor
mismatch in incidence, less than optimum incidence at the engine operating
llne, and 8rearer than design exlt guide vane loss.
Modifications will be made to the bladlng for the next rig build, as required,
based on final analysis of several different stator schedules tested during
the program.
Hi_h-Pressure Compressor Ri_ (Build 2A) Disassembly -- After coapletion of
testin$, the rlg was disassembled for an examination of the hardware• In
general, the #ost-test condition of the compressor components was excellent.
However, the following anomalies were noted.
(I) Coklng in the number 4 bearing compartment
(2) Six fractured tab locks on the mid-rotor bolt joint
(3) Several cracks on the bleed case in the bleed boss welds
(4) Delamlnatlon of the abradable material on the tangential on-board
injection inner seal land
(5) Piston ring wear on the tangentlal on-board injection duct piston
(6) Blade tip wear in stages 9 through 15
(7) Blade rub strip wear in all stages
(8) Rotor knife edge seal wear in stages 9 through 14
(9) Vane inner shroud seal land wear
(i0) Crack indications on six 13th-stage blade tips
Blade and case measurements were obtained to determine the change in clear-
ances as a result of blade tip rubbing. Also, the calibrations of the laser
tip probes were checked. Stator vane angles at the rigging pin location were
verified and compared to test data readings. The inspection results were sum-
marized and made available for use in the analysis of test data.
Following inspecti_ L,, all hardware was packaged and prepared for storage.
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3.2.6.1 Overall Objective
Design an annular two-stage combustor and demonstrate three advanced tech-
nology concepts: (i) a curved-wall, strutless diffuser; (2) a two-stage com-
bustor having a pilot zone and carburetor tube main zone; and (3) a segmented
liner with an advanced cooling scheme. The goals established for the com-
bustor rig (Table 3-XI) are the same as those establls;_d for the flight pro-
pulsion system component.
TABLE 3-XI
COMBUSTOR COMPONENT RIG GOALS
PERFORMANCE
Pattern Factor, Maximum
Section Pressure Loss
Radial Profile
0.37
5.5 percent PT3
250 degrees average-peak
EMISSIONS
Hydrocarbons* # 0.4
Carbon Monoxide* # 3.0
Oxldes of Nitrogen* _3.0
SAg Smoke Number _ 20
LIFE
Liner Life 8000 hours, 4900 missions
* Environmental Protection Agency Parameter
3.2.6.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and two supporting
technology subtasks. The component effort comprises the analysis and design
of the combustor component and a combustor rig test program. The two support-
ing technology programs are the Diffuser/Combustor Model Test Program and the
Combustor Sector Rig Program. Figure 18 shows the relationships between these
activities and their relationship to Tasks 1 and 4. The work plan schedule
for the component effort is shown in Figure 19 and crltlc_l milestones are
noted.
3.2.6.3 Component Effort
3.2.6.3.1 qb_ectlve
Conduct the design, analysis, hardware procurement, and both full annular and
sector rig test actlvi_les necessary to develop a full annular combustor that
meets the program goals.
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3.2.6.3.2 Scope of the Total Work Planned
The analysis and design effort consists of both a preliminary and a detailed
analysis and design p_se. The rig program entails the six subtasks shown in
Figure 19. A prelJ_tnary design activity is conducted to establish the feasi-
bility of the combuotor proposed for the flight propulsion system. The designs
studied provide configuration deflu/tlons to the supporting technology pro-
grams. This actlvlty results in layout drawings and substantiation of design
data that are presented to NASA at a Preliminary Design Review in January 1979.
Detailed design activity starts in _rch 1979. Itesults from the supporting
technology programs are used to substantiate or improve the configurations
established in she preliminary deslgn. Also, more sophisticated design and
analytical procedures than those employed in the preliminary effort are used.
Results are presented to NASA In a Detailed Design Review in February 1981.
Detailed drawings are scheduled for completion approximately two months later.
Design and fabrication of combustor rig parts progress concurrently with those
of the component parts, permitting the start of full-sc_le rig asseubly in the
second quarter of 1981. Various modifications to the combustor are tested to
develop a final configuration that satisfies the program goals. Testing con-
sists v-,July of air schedule variations to demonstrate eLtsslons, exit radial
temperature profile, performance, and durability. In May 1982, the final
dlffuser/combustor configuration is transferred to the first build of the
integrated core/low spo_l assembly effort.
All of the work planned and approved from contract award through the end of
the current reporting period (31 March 1982) has been completed. Figure 19
indicates that all component and rig design and fabrication activities have
been completed and that rig testing has been Initiated during the current
reporting period.
3.2.6.3.3 Technical Progress
3.2.6.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed
All detailed analysis and design Work for the combustor component and rig was
completed in prior reporting periods. A rig design review was held at the
NASA-Lewis Research Center in September 1980. This was followed by a com-
ponent detailed desLgn review in February 1981.
The combustor component is illustrated in Figure 20, and the companion full
annular rig is shown in Figure 21. The basis for th_ component design was the
two-stage combustor Investigated in the NASA-sponsored Experimental Clean
Combustor Program. As shown in Figure 20, the combustor has two distinct
combustion zones: a pilot zone designed to minimize idle emissions, provide
adequate stability and reltght characteristics and a main zone that provides
fuel-lean combustion to minimize emissions of smoke and oxides of nitrogen.
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Figure 20 Combustor Component
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The design of the compressor exlt gulue vane assembly v)_ also included in the
design of the combustor component because ef its £nter_cLlon with the pre-
diffuser duct. This assembly features: (1) a vane with integrally attached
inner and outer shrouds but clrcumferentially separated into groups of five
vanes to relieve thermal gradient stresses, (2) decoupled inner and outer
prediffuser duct walls, (3) a sheet metal seal for the gap between the vane
and inner predlffuser duct wall, and (4) feather seals to control air leakage
between segments.
The exit guide vane design consists of a single row of airfoils. A back-up
design, based on a dual row airfoil approach for alr entranL: and turning
angle, will )e fabricated if the expected efficiency of the single row exit
guide vane is nor demonstrated during testing of the second build of the
high-pressure compressor rig.
Current combustor component performance parameters at significant engine
operating conditions are shown in Table 3-XII.
TABLE 3-XlI
CURRANT CORBUSTOR COMPONENT PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Engine Operatin_ Condition
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff
Inlet Corrected Airflow (Ib/sec) 6.90 6.92 6.86 6.95
Inlet Pressure (psla_ 203 197 212 456
Inlet Temperature (OF) 898 883 976 1060
Section Pressure Loss (%) 5.50 5.53 5.43 5.58
Fuel/Air Ratio 0.02420 0.02365 0.02651 0.02667
Exit Temperature (OF) 2360 2315 2540 2615
Combustor Efficiency (%) 99.95 99.95 99.95 99.95
Fabrication of hardware required for the full annular combustot test rig
assembly was nearing completion. The only outstandin8 components were the
fuel manifold sealing shroud and the exit _ulde ,aim seal assembly. Major
Pubassemblles that have been fabricated and installed in the combustor
component rig include: the diffuser case, bulkhead and hood assemblies, i_uer
c_ae, tan8entlal on-board InJeLtlon air duct, fuel nozzle support, advanced
liner segments, and liner support frame. In addition, all unique rlg hardware
for the full annular rig has been fabricated. This hardware consists of the
inner and outer flowpsth ductina, including the rig inlet case, as well as the
station 3.0 and 4.0 instr,--entatlon rakes.
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W..th the fabrication/procurement effort ;leariy eomp].e_e, rlg assembly was
initiated. All matln 8 rig hardware was trial fitted to _nsure proper bole
hole alignment° Trial assembly of the dlffuser/cor-_,bustor identified several
minor Interferences that were subsequently corcec _.d. Figure 22 shows an
inner combustor support frame with sever--.i liner =egments installed. Figure
23 shows the combustor bulkhead mated to the inner and outer combus:or support
frames, Hardware from the co._bustor sector rig sup._orrlng technology program
was also transferred to. _ne combustor component r_._ assembly effort.
The combusto_- component test and instrumentation plan for the integrated full
anvular and sector rig test program was sub_itred and approved by NASA.
Fi&ure 22 Inner Combustor Support Framo with Liner Segments Installed
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Figure 23 Combustor Bulkhead Mated to Inner and Outer Support Frames
3.2.6.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress
Combustor ComponenL FabricatiozJ
In this reporting period, all remaining planned fabrication was completed. A
summary of the effort completed since the last report period is presented in
the follovi_ paragraphs.
Fuel Jumper Tube_ and Fuel Manifold Sealln_ Shroud -- A minor revision was
made to the Jumper tube between the main zons pressure equalizing valve and
fuel nozzle support to eliminate an lnterzerence. A comparison of the origi-
nal and revised tube configurations is shown In Figure 24.
The fuel manifold seali_ bhroud was inctalled and fit-checked durin8 assembly
of the combustor component. The installation of the sealin_ shroud without
the outer cover in place is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 2_ Original (Top) and Revised Fucl d, mper Tube Con_18uractons
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Figure 25 Combustor Component with Fuel Hantiold Sealin 8 Shroud
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Combustor Component I_L_ Assembly
Assembly of the full annular combustor and the combustor rig was completed.
In Figure 26, the diffuser case with rig inlet case and rig profile generation
section is shown. Also shown is the tangentlal on-board injection (TOBI)
bleed air manifold on the inlet case. Bleed alr fro,, the rig inner annulus
flows through three of eight struts in the inlet case to the man/fold. A test
facillty system meters and controls the flow. Figure 27 presents a view look-
In8 dc istream into the inlet cese, in which the flowpath struts can be seen•
Figure 26 Diffuser Case wlch Rlg Inlet Case
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Figure 27 Front View Looking Into the Inlet _se -- Note flowpath
struts
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The assembled full annular combustor rig is shown in Figure 28 prior to in-
stallation on the support diaphragm that connects the ri E To the pressure
capsule. In this figure, the insulation blankets on the rlg inlet ducts are
shown. These blankets are intended to reduce radiation effects upon the cool-
Ing air flowing in the annulus formed by the case outer walls and the rig
capsule.
I
:1
Figure 28 Full Annular Combustor Test Rig
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Figure 29 shows the pressure capsule. Qulck dlsconnect panels for pressure
sensors and multi-pln connectc;s for temperature sensors are mounted on the
Instr_aentatlon ring. Thls facilitates mounting and removal of the test rig
in the capsule. Figure 30 shows the rig before installation in the pressure
capsule. Initially, the qulck disconnect panels are installed after the rig
is in place. However, after the panels have been installed, only plug-in
connections are required for subsequent installatlons.
\
Figure 29 Pressure Capsule
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Figure 30 Test Rig Prior _o Installation in Pressure Capsule
Combustor Component Rig Performance Test Program
DuriL_ this report period, shakedown and performance evaluation tests were
conducted wlth _he full annular and updated sector test rigs. Both rigs in-
corporate the design improvements demonstrated during _he recent Combustor
Sector Rig Supporting Technology Program. The objective of the tes_ programs
was co obtain baseline emisslon£ and performance !¢veLs for compaclson with
values demonstrated during the sector rig program, A_alnln£ exi_ temperature
measurements with the full annular combusror rlg was of partlcular i_portance.
Full Annular Combus_or Test Configuration and Test Conditions -- A schematic
of nhe full annular combustor rig Is presented in Figure 31. The airflow
schedule for the initial full annular conflgcra_ion was established on the
basis of the results from the preceding CombustoY Sector Rig Supporrlng
Technology Program, while the overall combustor size was scaled dowu slightly
Eo reflec_ the latest engine design. In addition| the carburetor tube design
was modified _o improve cas_abillcy and Cube inatallation. The pilot nozzle
design is essentially the sa_e as the optimized sector rig design.
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The test conditions selected for the fuZZ annular combuator match the actual
engine operating condltio_=s specified by the Environmental Protection Agency
for calculating the emissions EPA Parameters. The operating conditions listed
in Table 3-XIII correspond to the Idle, approach, climb, and sea level takeoff
conditions anticipated for the Energy Efficient Engine. Parametric variations
of combustor fuel/air ratio were investigated at all operating conditions. At
high power conditions, the pilot to main zone fuel split was varied while
maintaining a constant total fuel flow. The resulting data permitted identi-
fication of the optimum fuel distribution between the pilot and main combus-
tion zones.
TABLE 3-XIII
Combustor Combustor Combustor
Inlet Fres Inlet Temp Inlet Flow Fuel/Air
Condition (psia) (Deg-F) (Ib/sec) Ratio
Idle 63 391 30.0 0.0098
Approach 167 659 68.0 0.0150
Climb 270* 935 lO0 0.023
Takeoff 300* 991 I00 0.025
* Flow parameter simulation at facillty-imposed maximum operating conditions.
Full Annular Ri_ Test Results -- Figure 32 presents a comparison between the
full annular rig (Build l-Run I) combustor airflow distribution and the dis-
tribution tested in s_ctor rig (build 21) of the preceding Combustor Sector
Rig Supporting Technology Program. As indicated, the full annular combustor
exhibited higher flow percentages in both the pilot fuel injectors and =aln
zone carburetor Lubes.
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Performance and emissions results are summarized in Table 3-X!V. The c,mrall
pressure loss goal of 5.5 percent was exceeded as a result of a slight in-
crease in inner and outer liner pressure losses caused by the ellmina_ion of
three rows of dilution air holes. The radial exit temperature profile (shown
in Figure 33) is comparable to that achieved in the sector configuration used
in build 21, with temperatures sllghtly higher along the outer wall and
slightly lower near the inner wall. The goal profile was achieved. Also,
pattern factors were below the goal for the two pilot to main zone fuel splits
evaluated. The higher pilot/maln fuel split (pilot fuel/alr of 0.0062)
produced a slightly lower pattern factor.
TABLE 3-XIV
FULL ANNULAR COMBUSTOR (BUILD I) PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Pressure Drop
(P_:ccnt Pt3)
Overall: 5.8
Outer Liner: 2.9
Inner Liner: 2.9
Environmental Protection
A_ency Para_e,ter (EPAP)
Carbon Monoxide
Unburned Hydrocarbons
Oxides of Nitrogen
Smoke Number
Emission Levels
Run 1 Goal
5.6 3.0
.88 .40
4.88 3.O
1.00 <20
Pilot Fuel/Air Ratio Rasulcin_ Pattern Factor
0.0062 .26
0.0034 .30
Figure 34 compares carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbon (THC) emis-
sions trends for sector rig (build 21) and full annular rig (build I) at the
idle operating condition. As shown, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon levels
increased approximately 50 percent, compared to the levels demonstrated in the
previous sector rig run. This result is indicative of a lean primary zone.
In addition, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon levels also increased _Ignlfi-
cantly at the approach condition. These increases were probably caused by
higher flowing carburetor tubes.
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Condition
• Sector R.g (build 21) Climb
[3 Full Annular Rig (build I) SLTO
,_ Full Annular Rig (build i) SLTO
Pilot F/A
.0037
.0062
.0032
Performance F/A
.018
.022
.022
+ .200
+ .150
-'-100
.050
0
- .050
- .1OO
-.150
-- .20
0
I
20 40 60 80
% SPAN
GOAL
100
Figure 33 Combustor Radial Exi¢ Temperature Profiles
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OVERALL FUEL AIR RATIO
Cazbon No,oxide and Unbur_.ed aydrocarbon Emi_eions
Trends ,,C Idle Conditions
An inspection of thp combuBtor ac _he end of this sequence of LestinS showed
l,o evidence of thermal distress. _tgure 35 shows the excellent _ondttlea of
the comSasstor bu:khead. A post-test thermal paint analysis o£ ;he combustcr
liners revealed nc sisnificant hish temperat-re streaks duri_s oper_cion at
the 0.022 fuel/air _atio. The hottest areas were alon 8 the feather seals on
both the outer and Inner liners. Streak locations and patterns were similar
_o chose exhibited with the sector ris, although temperature levels sere
significantly lower. The reduction in liner temperature levels was confirmed
at full operating _ondltions during subsequent sector rig tesczn8, as dlscv_s-
ed in the follo_ring section. Fisures 36 and 37 show the typical 9.st-rest
condition of the inner and outer liners, respectively.
Combuscor Sector P_L_ Co_i6urBcion and Test .onditlons -- ComousCor sector rig
(build 22), tested in this reporc period, was similar Co the buil_ 21 ¢onfiS-
uration evaluated in the recently completed Combuecor Sector _t_ Supp,rtin_
Technolosy Program. The only difference was the use o_ cast carburetor tv_s
_£th effective airflo_ areas duplicating the initial tull annular rig _onflg-
uration.
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Figure 35 Post-Test Conditiou of Co=bustor Bul!:head
F,_gure 36 TYpLcal _ost-_eir Conditiou of lnner LLner
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Figure 37 Typical Post-Test Condition of Outer Liner
Testin 8 was conducted at the operating conditions listed in Table 3-XV. Para-
metric variations in fuel/air ratio were investigated at idlo and _he _wo high
power pressure level takeoff conditions.
TABLE 3-XV
Combuscor Combuscor Combuscor
Inlet Pres Inlet Temp Inlet Flow Fuel/Air
Condition _ (De_-F) (lb/sec) Ratio
Idle 63 391 7.5 0.0098
Approach 168 659 16.1 0.0!50
Takeoff* 300 991 25.4 0.0250
Takeoff 444 991 37.3 0.0250
* Reduced pressure takeoff condltio_s
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Sector P_Lg Test Results -- Testing with the initial sector rig configuration
(build 22) was dlrected at obtaining baseline emissions, performance and liner
temperature data with the cast carburetor tubes. The primary obJectlve was to
obtain additional data to better understand the increase in carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbonE "emissions at the approach condition and the decrease
in maximum liner temperatures observed during the initial full an_lar combus-
tor test effort. Since the cast carburetor tube was the on]y modification, a
direct comparison with previous sector rlg results was ,osslb]e.
The combustor airflow distributions for eector rig builds 21 and 22 are shown
in Figure 38. As expected, core and secondary airflows with the cast carbure-
tor tuSes wc_e higher than for build 21. Carbon Ionoxide and unburned hydz_-
carbon emissions at the approach condition _id increase significantly, which
confirmed that high carbon manoxide and unburned hydrocarbon ea_ssions observ-
ed during the full annular combustor test were a result of the higher flov£ng
carburetor tube.
Pattern factor increased as a result of the more peaked exit radial temper-
ature profile. This condition, as shown in Figure 39, is attributed to
excess dilution air in the rearmost inner and outer liners. The profile would
be very similar to the full annular rig profile if the last three rows of
dilution air holes were utilized to reduce temperatures at the peak.
A post-test tLemal paint analysis showed that significant reductions in liner
temperatures were achieved with the cast carburetor tube design. Figures 40
and 41 show the typlctl post test condition of the inner and outer liners,
respectively.
Esin zone inner segment streak temperatures are compared in Figure 42. As
indicated, temperatures st the segment axlal edges were reduced as puch as
2000F and local hot spots were reduced by approximately 100°F. The maximum
estimated liner temperature is 1900°F at the sea level takeoff (hot day)
design point.
Main zone outer !iner _emperstures were unchanged when compared to sector rlg
build 21. Also, they were equal to or below design values and essentially
streak free. The improved liner temperature patterns with the cast carburetor
tubes were slmilar to those pattervs observed in the initial full annular rig
test.
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AVERAGE EXIT RADIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE
0 Sector Rig (build 22)
Z_ Sector Rig (build 21)
0 Full An,lular Rig (build 1)
Condition Pilot F/A Performance F/A
-'_ _ .OZ4
CLIMB .0037 .018
SLTO .0032 .022
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Figure 39 Sector Coubustor R_S Exit Radial Temperature Characterlstlcs
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Fisure 40 Typical Post-Test Condition of Inner Liners
Figure 41 Typical Post-Test Condition of Outer Liners
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Figure 42 Temperature Hap of Ksln Zone Inner Liner Segment
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3.2.6.4 Supporting Technology
3.2.6.4.1 Dlffuser/Combustor Model Test Prosram
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results are published in NASA Report CR-165157.
3.2.6.4.2 Combustor Sector RiG Test Program
3.2.6.4.2.1 Objective
The objective of thls supporting technology program was to evolve and experi-
mentally substantiate the design features of the two stage (aerated nozzle
pilot and carburetor tube main zone) combustor. The modifications formulated
during the program were aimed at reducing emissions, pattern factor, cost, and
welght as well as improving combustor durability and maintainability. Specific
emissions and performance goals were the same as those for the combustor com-
ponent. All technical work for this supporting technology program was com-
pleted in a previous reporting period. A Contractor Eeport, presenting the
salient results of this program, has been submitted to NASA for review and
approval.
3.2.7 HiGh-Pressure Turbine
3.2.7.1 Overall Objective
Develop the technology to design a highly efficient single-stage hlgh-pcessure
turbine. Fabricate and test a full-scale high-pressure turbine rig to sub-
stantiate the technology advancements selected for this component. The per-
formance goal for thls turbine is 88.2 percent cooled efficiency. Design
goals are a combined cooling and leakage flow of 11.2 percent of the total
component airflow and life of lO,000 hours for the blades and vanes and 20,000
hours for the disk. In addition, blade and vane coating goal life is 6,000
hours.
3.2.7.2 Component Program Overview
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and five supporting
technology subtasks. The component effort is composed of the analysis and
design of the hlgh-pressure turbine component and a high-pressure turbine rig
test program. The five supporting technology programs are (i) the Les_age
Test Program, (2) the Supersonl- Cascade Test Program, (3) the Cooling Model
Test Program, (4) the Uncooled Rig Test Program, and (5) the Material Fabrica-
tion Program. Figure 43 shows the relationships between these actlv_tles and
their relationships to contract Tasks 1 and 4. The work plan schedule for the
component effort is shown in Figure 44 and crlti_al milestones are noted.
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3.2.7.3 Component Effort
3.2.7.3.1 Objective
Conduct the design, analysis, hardware procurement and rig testing necessary
to develop a full-scale hlgh-pressure turbine that meets the established goals
3.2.7.3.2 Scope of TotaiWork Planned
The analysis and design effort consists of a preliminary analysis and design
phase and e detailed:analysis and design phase. The rig program comprises the
six subtasks shown in Figure 44.
A slx-month preliminary design activity is conducted to establish the feasi-
bility of the hlgh-pressure turblne as proposed for the Task 1 flight propul-
sion system. The studied designs provide conflgura=ion definitions for the
supporting technology programs. This preliminary activity results in layout
drawings and substantiatin E deslgn data, which are presented to NASA at a
preliminary design review in September 1978.
Approximately two months after the preliminary design review, the _etailed
design work on the hlgh-pressure turbine starts. Results available from the
supporting technology programs are used to substantiate or improve the conflg-
urations established in the prellm_nary design. Significant supporting tech-
nology input is provided 5y results of the uncooled h£gh-pressure turbine rig
testlnE. The performance results from thfs rig allow selection of optimized
single-stage aerodynamics. The results of the detailed design effort are com-
pleted layout drawings and substantiated design data that form the basis for a
detailed design review to be conducted for NASA in May 1980. Detailed drawings
are scheduled for completion approximately two months later. The design and
analysis of parts peculiar to =he test rig are conducted concurrently wlth the
detailed deslgn of the component. Fabrication of rig tes_ parts beglns £n
late 1979 as the designs of the rlg parts are completed. Fabrication of the
component hardware is not initiated untll late-1979_ after the feasibility of
the vane/blade castlng process has been established.
A component rig test program consisting of three phases is conducted '. The
first phase of this test program assesses tangentlal on-board inject lo_ in
order to improve fnJectlon nozzle performance. This phase is _nltiated in
November 1980 and lasts approximately three monuhs. The second phase com-
prises full,stage (vane and rotor) testing to determine the overall design and
off-design performance of the high-pressure turbine component. The third
phase comprises a first vane annular cascade tes_ to determine vane aerody-
namic performance. The second and third phases of this component rig test
program commence in January 1982 and last approximately six months.
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3.2.7.3,3 Technical Prn_ress
3.2.7.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previously Completed
All analysis and design effort associated with the high-pressure turbine and
its companion 'warm' rig has been completed° Results of these efforts are
presented in NASA CR-165608.
Fabrication efforts prior to the current reporting period focused on component
and rig-unlque hardware required for the component cesc rig program. These
efforts are summarized below.
Component Hardware: Problems experienced by the vendor in casting PWA 1480
single crystal vane_ led to a mutual decision wlth NASA to replace the single
crystal material wlth PWA 1422 directionally-solidifled material for use in
component rig testing. Subsequently, the first set of vanes was cast in PWA
1422 and machined for use in the component rig.
Finish machining of the high-pressure turbine disk (first compaction) was com-
pleted along with work on the front and rear sideplaces, rotating high-pressure
compressor discharge seal, active clearance control hardware, and number 4
bearing compartment parts.
Ri_-Uni_ue Hardware: Approximately 90 percent of all hardware required for
the component rig (exclusive of component parts) was fabricated and delivered
co Pratt & Whitney. Major rig hardware items completed include the exit in-
strumentation traverse ring, the inner diameter exit flow path, disk gauge
spacer, outer diameter inlet case, _ronc bearing buffer air seal, disk rear
thrust balance seal support, and front bearing stub shaft.
Work w_s initiated on preparation of general instructions (GI's) which are
necessary for specifying data acquisition processes and data reduction pro-
cedures for the computerized data systems. Work was also started on preparing
the detailed component rig test plan for eventual submittal to NASA. Analyti-
cal work is also in process to define s._condary flow system automatic valve
operation that is compatible wlth the rig supervisory control.
Fabrication effort was completed for the fixtures required to cold airflow
various rig assemblies. Cold airflowing of the tangential on-board injection
air duct was completed with the results showing a 4 percent overflow condition
at the test point. Review of the data is in process and scheduled for "om-
pletlon in the next reporting period.
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3.2.7.3.3.2 Current Technical Progress
All work conducted during this reporting period was directed rovurd completing
fabrication of all high-pressure turbine component and rig part_ and assembly
of the component rig. These efforts are summarized in the fc:,.owin?
subsections.
High-Pressure Turbine Component Fabrication
Turbine Vane Fabrication: Machining and assembly work, including welding of
platfoim plenum covers and imping_ment plates, on PWA 1422 directionally
solidified material vanes was completed. An example of a finished vane is
shown in Figure 65. Bench airflow testing of the van_ indicated that the
cocli_g passage average airflow was 14 percent less than design intent. This
condition was considered acceptable for the rig test since the inlet temper-
ature _lll only be 800°F and the low cooling flow can be bookkept in the
efficiency calculation. The reason for the low flow condition was determined
to be slightly smaller than intended holes in both the impingement tube insert
and the airfoil walls. Measurements of t:,e vane nozzle throat are_ showed the
area to be 2 percent higher than dealre_.
Turbine Blade Fabrlcatlou: Machi_!ng of _he FWA 1480 single crystal materlal
blade csstlngs was completed. An ex_Ic of a flnlsh machlned blade is shown
in Figure 46. A measurement of _he trailing edge flow area indicated an area
4 percent less than intended.
Bench airflow testing on the cu_plete blade indicated that average cooling
passage flow was within 1 percent of design intent. The blades were then made
available for r_ assembly.
Turbine Disk _.,d Attachments: Turbine disk fabrication efforts, Includln_
successful electro-chemlcal machining of the 54 curved, elliptical cooling air
feed holes, was completed. These air holes are designed to conduct cooling
air for the blades from the disk front sidc to the root attachment area of the
blade. The process Involved development of ev electro-chemical uachtntng
procedure requiring accurate feed control of the electrode, Following spin
balancing, the completed disk was made available for ri3 assembly. Figure 47
illustrates the disk after completion of the cooling air holes and prior to
blade attachmen_ final broaching. In addition, rear disk side plate machining
was also completed.
Active Clearance Control S_stem: Machining of the blade outer sir seal seg-
ment castings wa_ completed along with the front rail support and manifold
assembly.
Fabrication of all remaining component parts for the hlgh-pressure turbine
sectlou was completed prior to this report period.
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Figure 45 Finish lkchlned PWA 1422 High-Pressure Turbine Vane
j.,
Figure 46 Finish Machined PWA 1480 High-Pressure Turbine Blade
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Figure 47 High-Pressure Turbine Disk Prior to Blade Broaching
High-Pressure Turbine Component Ri_
Ri 6 Fabrication: Fabrication of all hardware items for rig assembJy, _nclud-
ins unplanned alrseal vibration dampers, was completed.
Engzneerin8 and Support: Preparation of general instructions foz data acqul-
$itlon systems was coupleced along with a subsequent computer checkout o_
these instructions. A detailed high-pressure turbine rz8 test and instrumen-
tation plan was finalized, printed and submltt_d to NASA.
R_ Assembly; Assembly of the instrumented component and rig hardware was
completed durlng the report p clod. As shown in Figure 48, the rig consists
of an inlet section, test section and =xhaust section. The _oin aerodynamic
and low leakage technology features bet_ tested in the rig are shown in
Figure 49.
_ecp_ar_,Flow $Ts_ems: The rig secondary cooling system is designed to
simulate the Energy £fflclent En&Ine. A/r supply l_n s, ss shown in Figure
50, supply metered coolant flows to _e vane, tancentlal on-board injection
(TOBI) system, bore cavity, mlnl-tansen*lal on-board Injection system, disk
rear slde _hrusc balance flow, and active clearance control system.
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Separate controls for each of these secondary flows as well as the main flow
are provided. The active clearance control system is capable of varying the
air temperature over £ range of approximately 300°F to facilitate blade tip
clearance change. The main flow temperature will he 800°F with the secon-
dary air temperature being 145°F to simulate engine operating conditions
(coolant to mainstream temperature ratio).
Bench airflow tests were conducted on the following secondary airflow systems:
I. Vane assembly
2. Active clearance control system
3. Tangent!a1 on-board cooling air injection duct
4. Disk and blade assembly
Specific coolant and leakage flow splits were determined from these flow cali-
brations to aid in the analysis of rig test data. Results of this flow test-
In8 for each of the secondary airflow systems follow.
1. Vane Assembly
The vane inner diameter platform area leakage was approximately 2 times the
predicted flow. The outer diameter platform area overflowed by approximately
1.5 times the predicted level. The vane cooling airflow was 15 percent under
prediction which confirmed results of bench airflow tests on individual vanes.
2. Active cle&rance control system
The active clearance control system overflowed its prediction by 20 perce:t at
a 2.0 pressure ratio. The holes metering flow for the vane outer diameter
cooling air overflowed by 15 percent at 1.5 pressure ratio. Four of these
holes were plugged for subsequent rig running to reduce flow to the design
intent.
3. Tangential On-Board InJectlon (TOBI) Cooling Air Duct
The main tangential on-board injection duct flowed 4 percent higher than pre-
dicted but was Judged to be acceptable for the rig :est. The mlni-TOBl, which
swirls air in front of the turbine disk, overflowed by 18 percent. A total of
eight holes was plugged in this duct to reduce flow to design intent.
4. Disk and Blade Assembly
Cooling airflow to the blades was only slightly underflowing the prediction
and was in good agreement with the bench cooling flow results. Leakage past
the attachment area of the blade was two times the prediction. This increase
in leakage resulted because all rotor cold flowing was done with the rotor
static. The sideplates and damper seals would be expecttd to seal more effec-
tively under the centrifugal loading applied duringrotattu8 conditions.
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l_t 8 Ins cru-encacion
Figure 51 pre_enCs an Instrumentation asp of the complete high-pressure tur-
bine rig. The Instrumencatlon employed, including type o£ sensor, quanclty
and Iocatlon, was deCenclned on the basis of analyses and previous test
experience.
As shown in Figure 51, the rig _oncalns exCenslv_ Instrumentatlon to mon/cor
and record turbine aerodyn_LtC _ .._tvlor. Pressure and temperature sensors
were Installed at the Inlet, chr,,ushouC the tlowpach and secondary system, and
ac the exlc co obtain accurate cooled turbine pe_ornance. Also, static pres-
sure caps were installed on 8_lected vanes to acquire pressure distribution
dace. In certain areas, instrumentation was provided for redundant weasure-
merits co enable supervisory control o£ test condlCiona, faclllcace eetabliah-
ment of data valldlcy, enhance measurement precision, and mlnlalze down¢Ime
resulting from sensor failures.
Turbine blade Clp clear•rice wlll be measured vlCh laser proxlmlcy probes.
Structural char•cterlsclcs will be aonlCored by strain sages on some probes
and rig hardware and vibration pickups on rig and test facility hardware.
Performance Instrumentation
The inlet section was Instrumented with stationary pressure •M temperature
instrumentation rakes Co properly establish rig inlet conditions. Three vanes
were instrumented with excessive airfoil _nstrumenc•cion. Two vanes will
determine airfoil pressure distributions and one vane will determine suction
wall film effectiveness through the use of chermocouples,
Laser proximity probes were installed aC four circumferential loc•cious to
measure blade clp clearance at different operating conditions. Figure 52
shows the laser probe installation through the outer air seal shoe.
Circumferential traversing instrumentation was Installed Co record turbine
exit temperature, pressure and air angle. The tr•versin_ instrument•ties ring
contains four kiel-headed cecal pressure pole rakes, four ktel-he•ded total
temperature rakes and four radially traversing air angle wedge probes. The
coc•l rause of the circumferential travel for the ring is 30 degrees, corre-
spondl_ to eve vane pitches. The circumferential positions of the rakes and
wedge probes were selected to provide performance data in four'quadrants of
the rig to permit potential circumferential variations in blade tip clearance
to be proper_y bookkept.
Structural Integrity _nstruaencntlou
Certain condition monitoring sensors were installed in the rig to record
vibrac_on and be•ring _ressure and temperature as a safeguard Co ensure the
structural integrity of the turbine rl S. In •ddiClon, the high pressure air
seals were Instrumented with strain gases as a precaution against • potential
fatigue failure. Only static components were instrumented with strain gases.
These components are identified in Figure 53.
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Flsure 52 Laser Probe Ina_allatton Through Outer Alr Seal Zn the
H18h-Preaaure Turbine Rig
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The completed rig, as it appeared prior to shipment to the test cell, is shown
in Figures 54 and 55.
i
I
s
Figure 54 Assembled High-Pressure Turbine RIg
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Figure 55 Assembled Hlgh-Pressure Turbine Rig
I_ 8 Performance Test
The assembled rig was deZtvered to the Pratt & Whitney Andrew Wlllgoos
LaboratozT'8 X-203 dynamometer stand in mid-February 1982, A schematic of
this test stand is shown in Figure 56. Each of the two dynamometers are
capable of absorbing up to 10,000 horsepower. Only one dynamometer will be
used for the Energy Efficient Engine hlgh-pressure turbine rlg. 2nstallatlon
of the rig and hookup of the instrumentation was completed in early-Hatch 1982.
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Fisure 56 Sche=attc of Test Stand X-203
A rig sLpervisory control system is being used to aid in setttn8 performance
points, maintaining test parameters within preprogrammed limits, and monl_or-
ink rig and facll£ty safety parameters for early detection of problems. The
supervisory control is a digital computer control with appropriate input and
output signal c£rctLttin8. Input signals are compared to preprosranmed levels
stored _rlthtn the supervisory control computer. The system output controls
the feedback mechanism to trim the facility equipment, as required.
In addition to the ri 8 supervisory control systea, permanently installed stand
monitoring systems are used to ensure both rtK and facility safety.
The test uatrlx planned for the program ls shown In Figure 57. Performance
testlng of the rotattn8 configuration was completed late In the reporting
period. Analysis of the resultant data is scheduled to begin In the next
reportin8 period.
A second part of the test _rlll involve removal of the rotor from the rib and
a£r flowing Of the nozzle vane assembly as a cascade. The cascade test could
be eli_tnated depending on test results from the full-stage r18.
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3.2.7.4.1 Leakage Test Program
Kll technical work £or this scpporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appesr in NASA Report CR-165202.
3.2.7.4.2 Supersonic Cascade Test Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appear in NASA Report CR-165567.
3.2.7.4.3 Cooll_ Model Test Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appear In NASA report CR-165374.
3.2.7.4.4 Uncooled Ri S Test Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appear in NASA report CR-165149.
3.2.7.4.5 High-Pressure Turbine Fabrication Development Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appear in NASA report CR-165400.
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3.2.8 Low-Pressure Turbine
3.2.8.1 Overall Ob_ectlve
Develop the technology required to design a highly efficient low-pressure fur °
bine, and to incorporate this technology into design and fabrication to demon-
strate the potential for achieving the Energy Efficient Engine flight V_opul-
slon system low-pressure turbine performance goals of 91.5 percent efficiency,
0.7 percent pressure loss in the transition duct, end 0.9 percent pressure
loss in the exit guide vane. Design goals are disk llfe o_ 20,000 missions/
30,000 ho_rs, bla_ and vane life of 15,000 hours, hot strut life of 9,000
hours/15,0('0 mi=sions and vane, blade, and transition duct coating llfe of
9,000 hours.
3.2.8.2 Component Program Overview
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and three supporting
technology subtasks. The component effort comprises the analysis and design
and fabrication of the low-pressure turbine component. The three supporting
technology programs are (]) the Boundary Layer Test Program, (2) the Subsonic
Cascade Test Program, and (3) the Transition Duct Test Program. 7he original
program effort included a turbine exit guide vane supporting technology test
program. This program was cancelled at the first work plan update in Ilarch
1979 because it was judged to be of minimal technlcal risk. Figure 58 shows
the relationships between these activities and their relationship to Tasks 1
and 4. The work plan is shown in Figure 59.
3.2.8.3 Component Effort
3.2.8.3.1 Objective
Conduct the design, analysis, and hardware procurement activities necessary to
develop a low-pressure turbine that meets the established goals.
3.2.8.3.2 Scope o; Total Work Planned
The analysis and design effort consists of a preliminary analysis and design
phase and a detailed analysis and design phase as shown in Figure 59. A _ix-
month preliminary design activity Is conducted to establish the aerodynauics
of the low-pressure turbine flowpath and to determine the mechanical and
structural feasibility of that configttratlun. This preliminary activity
results in layout drawings and substantiating design data to be presented to
NASA at a preliminary design review in September 1978.
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Approximately 12 months after the preliminary design review, a detailed design
activity starts. Results available from the supporting technology programs
are used to substantiate or improve the configurations established in the
preliminary design. More sophisticated design and analytical procedures than
those of the preli_aary effort are used. The results of this effort are
presented to NASA at a detailed design review in December 1980. Fabrication
of the component parts is scheduled to start in the second quarter of 1980 and
be completed in the second quarter of 1982.
Figure 59 indicates that all of the work associated wlth component preliminary
and detailed analysis and design of the low-pressure turbine component was
completed during previous reporting periods. The figure also shows that the
component fabrication effort was continued during the current reporting period.
A draft copy of the component test hardware detailed design report has been
submitted ¢o NASA for review and approval.
3.2.8.3.3 Technical Progress
3.2.8.3.3.1 Summar_ of Work Previously Completed
The low-pressure turbine design that evolved from the preliminary and detailed
design acclvitles is shown in Figure 60. The major mechanical features of
this design are listed below.
o An 'A-frame' rotor hub to control deflections caused by maneuver
loads.
o Disk rim spacers/knife edge seals separate from the rotor structure
to shield the rotor from the hot gaspath air.
o Two-tooth blade attachments for all disks.
o GaspaCh flow guides on the flowpach inner wall to reduce cavity
Ingestion and improve efficiency.
o Cooled disk rims.
o A double-wall outer case to accommodate the internal active clearance
control system.
o Inner air-seal shrouds chat are integral parts of the vanes.
o Internal active clearance control for the outer air seals co control
tip clearance and maximize efficiency.
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Ftsure 60 Lov-Pressure TurbLne Component
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The general aerodynamic features of the design remained unchanged from those
previously reported. These include (1) counter-rotation relative to the
high-pressure turbine, (2) a low velocity ratio with a low ratio of through
flow to wheel speed (Cx/U), (3) a relatively high pressure ratio per stage,
(4) controlled vortexlng, (5) low loss airfoil designs, and (6) minimized tip
clearance through an internal active clearance control system. These general
aerodynamic characteristics are listed in Table 3-XTI while the current per-
formance parameters at significant engine operating conditions are shown in
Table 3-XVII.
TABLE 3-XVI
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL - LOI_PRESSURE TURBINE
GENERAL AERODYNAMICS
(AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT)
Stages
Total Number 0f Vanes
Total Number of Blades
Rotation
Speed (rpm)
Inlet Total Pressure (ps£a)
Inlet Total Temperature (OR)
Inlet Corrected Flow (lbs/sec)
Exit Corrected Flow (Ibs/sec)
Pressure Ratio
Specific Enthalpy (h) (Btu/sec)
Mean Velocity Ratio
Work Factor ( _h/U 2)
Average Flow Coefficient (Cx/u)
Work Split
Mean Reaction
Coal Clearances (in)
Goal Efficiency Split (%)
Goal Overall Efficiency (%)
4
318
438
Counter
3902
46.3
2090
69.342
323.17
5.51
127b0
.464
2.32
.79
.23/.24/.26/.27
.45/.45/.45/.46
.020
90/88.9/90.4/90.9
91.5
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TABLE 3-XVI I
kOW-PI_,SSUI_ TURBINE CURRENT PEP_ORMANCE
P_TER$ AT SIGNIFICANT ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS
Engine Operatl,n_ Conditions
Aero. Des. Maximum Maximum
Point Cruise Climb Takeoff
Inlet Flow Parameter
(ib m oR)(in2/sec)(ibf) 65.40 65.50 65.25 65.40
Rotor Inlet Temperature (OF) 1540 1505 1675 1735
Pressure Ratio 5.7: 5.66 5.81 5.09
Adiabatic Efficiency (%) 91.6 91.5 91.7 90.5
Enthalpy Change (Btu/ib) 175.6 171.5 189.6 181.2
Exhaust Case Pressure Loss (%) 0.90 0.87 0.95 0.69
The turbine exit guide vane is designed to provide the mixer with a low Math
number, zero swirl gas stream. A ctntrolled diffusion airfoil design was used
to (i) produce an attached boundary layer and (2) attain the desired gas exit
angle. The exlt guide vane alrfoll contours and their predicted loading dia-
grams were reported in the Fifth Semiannual Status Report.
Figure 61 identifies the major design features of the turbine intermediate
case assembly. The assembly comprises the high-pressure turbine outer case,
high-pressure turbine blade _lp seal, eleven structural struts that traverse
the saspath and are shielded by aerodynamic fairtngs, an inner ring torque box
Chat forms an Interface between the structural struts and the rear bearing
support structure, and second stage turbine vane inner support, and front and
rear secondary air seal lands. Engine mount and ground handling attachment
lugs are located on the outer case between the pads where ttebolcs and dowels
secure the bearing support structure Co the case. The strut and Its associ-
ated support structure serve to maintain structural integrity of the bearing
support frame In the event of turbine failure, minimize case ovalisation
caused by engine mount loadsj and provide a route for oil service ltne_ to the
number 4-5 bearing comparcmect.
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TURBINE INTERMEDIATE CARE
(HOT STRUT)
BEARING
HOUSING
HPT
REAR THRI
BALANCE
SEAL
GASPATH
FLOW
CASE
OIL SERVICE
TUBES (NOT SHOWN)
RETENTION
BOLT
glsure 61 Major DesJ.sn Features of
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Fabrication efforts prior to the current reporting period focused on
component hardware required for integrated core/low spool assembly.
summsrlzation of these fabrication efforts is detailed below.
A
Three rlng-forglngs for the low-pressure turbine case were received
and assembled by electron beam welding the details to form the
rough shape case.
Initial rough machining of the turbine intermediate case forgtngs
progressed to 60 percent completion and sample hot strJt fairing
castings were poured.
Low-pressure turbine blades and vanes were cast and accepted by
Pratt & Whitney after completing a review of vendor inspection
reports. Vendor casting of all blades and vanes is progressing
according to schedule.
o Fabrication of tooling required to hot isostatlcally press MERL 76
powder material for low-pressure turbine disks and inner alr seals
was completed.
Improper heat treatment caused cracks to develop on the front end
of the low-pressure turbine shaft. A second shaft was forged and
is currently undergoing initial rough machining prior to heat treat,
Forged materials for turbine exhaust case details were recei,,ed and
rough machining initiated. Turbine exhaust case vane castings were
completed and sample parts inspected by Pratt & Whitney.
3.2.8.3.3.2 Current Technical Pro_re, ss
Low-Pressure Turbine Component Fabrication
Disks and Inner Air Seals: Hot lsostattc pressing of MERL 76 powder material
for the first set of low-pressure turbine disk compactions and inner air seal
compacttons was completed. These parts are currently being heat treated and
machined to a sonic inspection shape.
Shafts: The initially fabricated shaft was shortened to remove existing
cracks that developed during the first heat treat operation. A revised
operational procedure was defined and successfully used, as determined by
hardness _hecks, to heat treat the shortened shaft. A second shaft was then
forged, rough machined and is currently undergoing the same heat treat opera-
tion successfully applied to the shortened shaft. Thls aacond shaft is sche-
duled for use in the Integrated core/low spool.
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Blades: The inltial sets of PWA 655 (Inconel 713C) and PWA 1447 (MAR-M-247)
material castings for all stages of blades were delivered and accepted by
Pratt & Whitney. With planning work and fabrication of the necessary machine
toolln 8 near completion, finlsn machining of the parts is scheduled to start
in the next reporting period.
Vanes: PWA 655 (Inconel 713C) and PWA 1455 (Modified B-1900) material vane
castings for stages 3 through 5 and PWA 1480 single crystal material vane
casclngs for stage 2 were dcllvered and accepted by Pratt & Whitney. A suffi-
cient number of these castings was received to yield a full set of finish
machined low-pressure turbine vanes. With planning work and fabrication of
the necessary machine tooling near completion, finish machining of the parts
is scheduled to start in the next report£_8 period.
Turbine Intermediate Case
Machining of the turbine intermediate outer case assembly was completed.
Fabrication of detail parts for the case struts and inner shroud ring was
completed. These parts are now ready for welding.
Turbine intermediate case fairing castings were returned to the vendor for
stralghtenlng to an acceptable shape to provide improved matching of the plat-
forms at the _raillng edge outer diameter. The vendor is currently inspecting
the dimensions of these stcalghtened castlngs as well as castln8 additional
sample parts.
Turbine Exhaust Case
Machining of all turbine exhaust case detail parts was completed and these
parts were made available to the welding vendor for assembly.
Number 4 and 5 Bearin_ Compartment
Fabrication of all minor parts for the number 4 and 5 bearing compartment was
completed while fabrication of the number 5 bearing progressed to 85 percent
completion.
Rotor Hub and Cone
Machining of the low-pressure turbine rotor hub and rear cone support pro-
gressed to 80 percent completion.
3.2.8.4 Supporting Technolq8 _
3.2.8.4.1 Boundary La_er Test Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results appear in NASA report CR-165338.
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3.2.8.4.2 Subsonic Cascade Test Program
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been comp)eted.
Program results appear in NASA report CR-165592.
3.2.8.4.3 Transition Duct Test Program
3.2.8.4.3.1 Objective
Develop and experimentally verify the design of a short, low-loss, advanced
technology transition duct for the flight propulsion system low-pressure tur-
bine component design.
3.2.8.4.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
All technical work for this supporting technology program has been completed.
Program results are summarized in the Seventh Semiannual Status Report. A
draft copy of the transition duct technology report has been submitted to NASA
for review and approval.
3.2.9 Exhaust Mixer System
3.2.9.1 Overall Objective
Design and develop exhaust mixer aerodynamics that will achieve the goal mix-
ing efficiency of 85 percent, both fcr the flight propulsion system component
and for the experimental integrated core/low spool.
3.2.9.2 Program Overview
The overall task effort consists of a component effort and a mixer m0del sup--
porting technology subtask. The initial mixer component analysis and design
effort is aimed at defining the mixer/tatlptpe flowpath. Mixer deflections,
stresses, and ther_ml loading are then estimated and s preliminary layout is
defined. This preliminary layout is incorporated into the overall nacelle
design, and the total system is evaluated through interface meetings between
Pratt & Whitney an_ airframe subcontractors. The design resulting from this
refinement process is fed into the mixer model test support technology program.
Final refinements to the mixer design are completed in the Task 4 analysis and
design work package. In addition, a test facsimile is fabricated and tested
in Task 4.
All work associated wlth the preliminary analysls and design of the mixer com-
ponent is complete. Results of this program effort are summarized in the
Sixth Semiannual Status Report.
_.2.9.3 Supporting Technology
ill technical work for the Mixer Model Supporting Technology program has been
completed. Program results appear in NASA report CR-165592.
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3.3 TASK 4 - .rNTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TEST
3.3.1 Task Objective
Design, fabricate and test two builds of the Enercy Efficient Engine inte-
grated core/low spool. The purpose of the first build is to evaluate com-
ponent and subsystem performance as well as obtain initial indications of
structural integrity. Testing of the second build will determine overall
system performance, emissions and noise. The following goals have been
established for these tests:
Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption
(lb/hr/lb corrected to standard day) -- 0.342
Emissions -- 1981 Environmental Protection Agency Rule
Noise (EPNdB)
Takeoff 98.9
Approach 98.2
3.3.2 Scope of Total Work Planned
The following 'paragraphs describe the work planned for each build of the
integrated cor_/low spool. The interrelationship among task activities is
shown in Figuze 62.
First Build Intesrated Core/Low Spoo.L -- The work plan structured co achieve
the first build objectives is shown l_ Figure 63. The analysis and design
effort associated with the first build involves those items required to test
the components of Task 2 as an integrated system, as well as the necessary
tnstrumentatic,_ and test hardware. This effort includes provisions for engine
accessories, plumbing, active clearance control, bleed, and fuel and lubrica-
tion systems. Any necessary instrumentation not designed ilt Task 2 is design-
ed in Task 4. This includes a high-pressure rotor telemetr) package and modi-
fications co the number 3 bearing area co accommodate the package. The impact
of these modifications on englne critical speed Is assessed.
A bellmouth inlet, bifurcated fan exhaust ducts, Callpipes, mount hardware,
and related equipment designs are provided. At an appropriate point in the
design cycle, a preliminary design review is conducted. It addresses the
design status as well as integrated core/low spool test and instrumentation
plans and schedules. Following approval, the design is completed, at which
tlme a detailed design review is conducted to address the final build 1 design
as well as a refinement of plans and schedules.
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Hardware _abrtcatton iF initiated upon receipt of NASA approval of the detail
design. Components are those initially designed in Tas: 2, with the exception
of the high-pressure compressor aerodynamics and final combustor hole patterns.
High-pressure compressor blades are modlfled to reflect changes defined by
results of compressor build _ :_stlng. Similarly, hlgh-oressure compressor
stator details are assembled wi_h stagger angles defined by build 2 test
results. A final combusto: hole pattern evolves through combustor component
rig testing. Fabrication of hardware ls performed by Prat_ & Whitney and
approved vendors.
The integrated core/low spool is assembled for the first build _ith the
shrouded fan rotor and associated hardware In aL nonmlxed exhaust configura-
tion uslng bifurcated fan ducts. Major structural cases are tested to verify
axial and radial spring rates. Leakage and ,w checks are conducted on tur-
blne subassemblies, maln shaft heals, bearing compartments, and oli jets. In
addition to major engzne station 8aspath instrumentation, extensive strain
gage, static pressure and temperature Instrumentatlon is installed at assembly.
A test readiness review is conducted at the conclusion of assembly.
The flrst build of the integrated c_re/low spool is tested in an lndoor sea
level test stand. Inltial testing Is directed toward obtaining both hlgh and
low _pool strain sage data to provlde an early 1_dlcation of mechanical be-
havior. Thls Is followed by performance testing. Durin 8 performance testi_,
the active clearance cot_trol system is calibrated.
Performance data are taken over a ran8e of rotor tip clearances, contro/led by
manual operation of the active clearance control system. Tlp clearances are
determined by use of optlcal prox_mlty probes. Internal instrumentation is
monitored throughout the test to ensure that internal presst:res and tempera-
tures are in agreement vlth predicted values. In addition, horoscope lnspec-
tlon is per_ odlcally conducted to vlsually check the condition of the alrfolls
and combustor liner.
Test data are reduced and plotted on gas generator curves to assess the over-
all gas generator performance. Plots compare test data to predicted charact,_r-
Istlcs to determine component and spool match. More detailed evaluatlor, of
the component data provider assessment of individual component performance.
Tlp clearance measurements and active clearance control syal:em temperature,
pressure, and flow meaeurement_ are used to compare system operation against
pretest predlctlona.
Following testing, the integrated core/low spool i= disassembled to the exte<L
necessary to incorporate desired changes and to inspect certain crltical parts
prior to assembly for build 2.
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Second Build Integrated Core/Low Spool -- The work plan structured to achieve
the second build objectives Is shown in Figure 64. The analysis and design of
the second build of the integrated core/low spool consists of the design of a
boilerplate nacelle and an exhaust mixer. In addition, it may include a re-
stagger of hlgh and low-pressure turbine blade: and van_s if build 1 testing
results define such a requirement. Because the analysis and design activity
of both builds is concurrent, combined build i and 2 preliminary and detailed
design rcviews are anticipated.
Fabrication of hardware peculiar to build 2 commences after approval of the
detailed design. This includes hardware for hlgh-pressure compressor blade
rework, assembly of stators to incorporate changes r_sultlng from high-
pressure compressor build 3 rig testing, hlghand Ion--pressure turbine blade
a,d vane attachment machlnlng, and fabrication of an acoustically treated
boilerplate nacelle and mixer. Appropriate modifications to build I hardware
are also performed.
The second build of the integrated core/low spool is assembled with the
shrouded fan, acoustlcally-treated botlerplate nacelle, and exhaust mixer.
Instrumentation is less extensiv_ than that used In build I. A test readiness
review is conducted at the conclusion of assembly.
The second build of the integrated core/low spool is mounted in an outdoor sea
level test stand. Following baseline performance testing, all instrumentation
not required for monitoring engine safety and basic gas generator performance
is removed. Subsequent performance testing includes thrust specific fuel con-
sumption demonstration, noise and emissions. Following testing, the integrated
core/low spool _s disassembled for an inspection of parts.
Test data are reduced and analyzed. Performance results are compared to design
assumptions and pre-test performance predictions. Overall performance (thrust
specific fuel consumption), emissions and noise levels are compared to inte-
grated core/low spool predicted levels.
3.3.3 Technical Progress
5.3.3.1 Integrated Core/Low Spool Analysis and Design
3.3.3.1.i Summar_ of Work Previously Completed
For reasons of expediency and economics, available hardware fro_ various Pratt
& Whitney engine models has been adopted for the integrated core/low spool as
the design evolved.
Initial analysis and design effocts we/e directed toward adaptlon of a gearbox
and angled drive configuration previously used in another experimental program.
This conflguratlon, which is mounted on the top of the fan case, has been
successfully run and was selected because of its availability and low cost.
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A full-size vooden mock-up of the integrated core/low spool was constructed to
facilitate the design of exterior plumbing. A schematic of the plu_blng re-
quired for the active clearance control system is shown in Figure 65.
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Figure 65 Integrated Core/L_2 Spool Active Clearance Control System
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Each high- and low-pressure turbine ml_LnE system incorporates four shutoff
valves wlth meterlng orifices to regulate the floe of fifteenth stage air.
Air from the fifteenth stage is mixed with tenth stage alr before being ducted
to the turbine case manifold. A temperature test was conducted on a currently
avallable shutoff valve to evaluate its operational capability at llO0°F.
The valve was cycled so that it was open for three minutes and closed for
thirty seconds for s total of 780 on/off cycles. Results indicated that the
valve is satisfactory for use in the integrated core/low spool active clear-
ance control system at temperatures of 1100°F for up to 40 hours,
Layouts of the gearbox, oli tank, fuel o11 cooler, fuel flow body, fuel flow
divider, starter, ignition, tenth-_tage start bleeds, and a portion of the
hlgh-pressure turbine active clearance control plumbing were completed. There
were no significant changes to the lubrication system.
The fuel system selected for the integrated core/low spool and features a dual
channel) full-authority electronic control mounted on the fan case. The
electronic control Is a modified version of a deslgn used on exlstlng engines.
Commands from the control establish the primary and secondary fuel flow spllts
In the flow divider or split valve. During shutdown, the p11ot cone fuel is
dumped by a pressurlzlng and dump valve. A solenoid performs the same func-
tion for the main zone. The main zone fuel downstream of the manifold passes
through 2_ check valves (1 for each pair of nozzle_). These valves are de-
signed to permit the whole main .umntfold to fill before the fuel starts _
flow out of the nozzles,
Prellmlnary control logic for the integrated core/low spool test has been
designed and verified. Total fuel flow is scheduled as a function of rate
limited power lever angle or as a function of engine pressure ratio versus
power lever angle. A number of topping loops is incorporated in the control
for engine structural protection.
A critical speed/forced response analysis was completed for the integrated
core/low spool. It was found that a damper was required at the number 5
bearing to reduce the shaft strain energy and desensitize the mode to
unbalance. Wlth the introductlon of this oll damper, no high strain energy
low rotor modes are predicted in the running range. The fan and low-pressure
turbine modes have low strain energy and occur below minimum cruise speed.
Acceptable speed margin Is expected for the hlgh energy shaft mode which
occurs well abov_ the maximum low-pressure compressor rotor speed•
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To accommodate the large amoun¢ of instrumentation required for testing, a
bifurcated duc; configuration was evolved. This facilitates access to the
core and decreases losses that normally result from crc_sing the fan stream
with instrumentation. A decision was made to modify the design of an existing
JT9D bifurcated duct configuration for adaptation to the integrated core/low
spool. A re-operation layout of the revised JT9D bifurcated duct was complet-
ed. In conjunction with this arrangement, a one-piece fiberglass bellmouth/
inlet case design is nearing completion. This unit will be also used for
build 2, which features the full nacelle configuration.
Prior to this current reporting period, the Integrated Core/Low Spooi Preli-
minary Design Review was conducted at the NASA-Lewis Research Center and sub-
sequently approved in May 1981. Also, instrumentation plans as well as an
engine instrumentation map (as shown in the Seventh Semiannual Status Report)
for the integrated core/low spool were presented to NASA. For the testing
builds 1 and 2 of the integrated core/low spool, test stands X-18 and C-11
have been selected. A design effort was initiated to modify :and X-18, as
required, for the f_rst test.
A full-size wooden mock-up of the integrated core/low spool has been used In
the design of external of engine accessory hardware and associated plumbing to
ensure no overlapping of hardware envelopes. Using this engine mock--p,
mounting of all accessory hardware was completed. After completing simulated
mock-up routing of the fuel and lubrication system to ensure proper clearances
for all externals, installation of final configured tubing was initiated.
3.3.3.1.2 Current Technical Progress
In this period, design efforts associated with most of the instrumentation
required for builds I and 2 of the integrated core/low spool engine (as shown
in Figure 91, Seventh Semiannual Status Report) were completed. Only the
design of static pressure instrumentation in the area of the hlgh-pressure
turbine and total temperature instrumentation at the leading edge of the tur-
bine intermediate case fairlngs remains to be completed.
The design of ducting required for builds 1 and 2 also continued. The bifur-
cated duct configuration, which was completed at the end of the last reporting
period, required an adapter duct. The adapter consists of two coannular duct
halves used to adapt the flow lines of the compressor intermediate case to the
flow lines of an existing set of bifurcated ducts. Upper and lower fairings
are required between the intermediate case struts and the bifurcation walls of
the duct halves. The adapter walls employ three equally-spaced groups of wall
stiffening flanges. A minor modification to the forward contour of the exist-
ing bifurcated duc_ is required. The number of bolts fastening the bifurcated
duct adapters to the intermediate case is sufficient to withstand shear and
blowof_ loads. However, the bending moment of the duct system must oe pre-
vented from acting on the intermediate case flanges by use of either a con-
stant support hangar or counterweight system. The particular method of support
has not been defined _o date.
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Early definition of the integrated core/low spool configuration included a
fiberglass bellmouth and an acoustlcally-treated inlet duct and forward fan
case, wlth the latter contalnfn_ the required tnlet test instrumentation.
However, because o£ a potential reduction in fan blade tlp clearance due to
excessive overhung weight, this configuratlon was replaced by a lighter weight
one-piece fiberglass tnlet/bellmouth duct and an aluBtnmn instrumentation ring.
At present, thls configuration does not incorporate noise treatment since e
decision on the amount of treatment required is still pending.
Preliminary design effort for the nacelle D-ducts was initiated during the
report period. Design coordination efforts with the vendor indicate fiber-
glass is a feasible and practical material for use in fabricatzon of nacelle
D-d-cts.
F.xcepC for the alternate fuel system, the mounting of plumbing and external
accessories on the wooden mock-up of the Integrated core/low spool engine has
been completed.
The planning of test scan: modlflcacions as well as the design of the trans-
port stand and engine overhead mounts were initiated. It appears that re-
cperatlon of an available transport stand wlll be possible, and the current
design effort is moving in chat directlon.
The mixer and ta_Tplug designs for integrated core/low spool build 1 and build
2 were completed. The mixer design, shown in Figure 66, is based on the opti-
mum mixer definition chaC evolved from Phase II of the H_xer Hodel Supporting
Technology program conducted under Task 2 of the contract. This design fea-
tures 18 lobes with hood_ (sheet metal fairings) attached to the upstream por-
tion of the lobes. The function of these hoods is to lJaprove the character-
Istics of the flow entering the lobe area and provide the added structural
support required to make the lobes self-supporting. This latter enhancement
eliminates the requirement for tie-rods between the mixer lobes and the
exhaust plug, which could adversely affect the flow characteristics.
Inner and outer shells, ribs, and ,_cructural rings provide the mixer component
with the necessary structural integrity. The outer shell consists of 36
stampings of Inconel 625 sheet metal, 0.063 inch thick and welded together Co
form the 18-lobed aLtxer fan scream £1owpgth. The 18 lobe weldment is then
Joined by rivets, and screwed to structural rings and ribs (one rib per lobe)
to form the primary structure for the mixer. The triangular region bounded by
the structural rings, rib, and hood is effectively a hollow box beam. The
beams, from which the downstream mixer lobes are cantilevered, are supported
by two structural rings. The rear ring provides a single plane attachment for
the entire _txer assembly to the rear outer flange of the turbine exhaust case.
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The i8-1obed inner shell is fabricated from two stampings of Inccnel b25 sheet
metal, 0.043 inch thick. The two inner shell configurations, nested within
the outer shell, are then Joined together by blind rivets along the axial
overlap Joint shown in Figure 67. These inner shells are joined to the outer
shell by rivets only in a plane at Section C-C. This allows thermal freedom
between the inner shell which is exposed to hot engine gases and the outer
shell, which is exposed to the relatively cold fan stream. The forward edge
of the inner shell is riveted to a sheet metal ring which provides stability
and damping action for the inner shell through use of finger contacts with the
rear support ring•
SECT C-C
RIVETS i
INNER SHFLL OVERLAP JOINT
Figure 67 _xer Inner and Outer Shell Joining Technique
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The exhaust plug, shown in Figure 66, ts a structurally simplified version of
the flight propulsion system design. It is fabricated from AMS 5510 material
sheet, 0.050 inch thick. Buckling reglstance is provided by simple rln8
stiffeners. The stiffener in the plane of the mixer lobe is wider than the
others in order to provide an attachment point for a lobe damper, should chat
become necessary. Assembly Is accomplished by sliding the plug over the
engine center vent tube and bolting It to the turbine exhaust case inner rear
flange.
A specification document, which defines the software requirements for the
electronic control, has been completed. A decision was made to continue wlch
the alternate fuel system, which incorporates a centrifugal pump and dual
meterlng valve. A decision to use the original system, in the event of any
unforeseen difficulties, can be made in the second quarter with no adverse
effect on the integrated core/low spool (build 1) test date.
3.3.3.2 Integrated Core/Low Spool - Fabrication
3.3.3.2.1 Summar_ of Work Previously Completed
Approval for early procurement of raw material was received from NASA, and
fabrication efforts were initiated for much of the external hardware, fuel
system control, facilities, and adaptive hardware required by the work plan.
In addition, NASA approval was granted co proceed with fabrication of various
pressure and temperature instrumentation rakes along with a station 5.0 air
angularity probe located aft of the low-pressure turbine exit guide vane.
A summary of the fabrication and procurement efforts of major external and
internal hardware items for the integrated core/low spool engine is presented
in the following paragraphs.
Integrated Core/Low Spool Fan -- Final machinlng of the shrouded fan blade
forglngs was initiated. Also, machining of the fan containment case steel
forging detail was completed and fihe case was delivered to finish stores for
later use in the assembly effort.
Rachintng operations were started on the aluminum nose cone and cap as well as
ou the fan hub forging. Fabrication of the fan blade retaining ring was
completed.
Integrated Core/Low Spool Lo_--Pressure Compressor -- Purchase orders for all
low-pressure compressor blades and vanes were placed. Raw material was re-
ceived, and fabrication of blade and vane masters was initiated. In addition,
steel forging material for all of the disks was received ac Prate & Whitney
along with the aluminum vane and vane case forgings.
Fabrication of che sCubshafc bearing compartment de-oiler was completed, while
fabrzcaclon of the number 1-2 bearing support, the number 1 bearing housing,
and number 2 bearing assembly _onCinues. The inlet guide vane inner shroud
derails were completed, and machining of the vane case assembly was initiated.
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_ntegrated Core/Low Spo?l Compressor Intermediate C_,se -- NASA approved using
titanium struts fabricated by a diffusion bondtng/superplastic forming process.
Fabrication process p_annin8 was subsequently initiated as well as the design
and preparation of tooling for (1) fabricating the intermediate case and
towershaft drive gears, (2) refurbishing foxlnin8 dies, and (3) fabricating
inspection gauges.
The planning effort was completed. Indications are that the completion of the
case assembly will slip. Although this slippage will not prevent meeting the
first test date scheduled for the integrated core/low spool, the compressor
Intermediate case structural test will have to be rescheduled to follow this
test.
Toolt_8 design and the fabrication of tooling for the intermediate case con-
tinued. Since a new precamber die was required for the nominal structural
strut, several die and bonding stop-off pattern modifications were made, and
the new precamber die was fabricated. In addition, fabrication of inspection
tooling for the structural struts and fixturtng for welding the solid leading
and trailing edge stiffeners to the struts were completed. Die fabrication
for the 15-degree uncamber strut was Initiated and verification of tapes, used
In the manufacture of strut tooling, was completed. Die patterns and the
master were made and dimensional verification of the master's accuracy was
completed. In addition, design of the assembly fixture tooling was completed.
No_nal camber structural strut fabrication continued. As a trial, one strut
was fabricated, successfully bonded and superplasttcally formed. A dimension-
al cbeck in the inspection gauge, however, uncovered some gauge errors which
were subsequently corrected. Strut external dimensions were in conformance to
the design specifications, but internal checking disclosed an Inadequate bond
in the vicinity of the leading edge. The problem will be resolved by reloca-
ting strut packs in the die.
Preparation of tltanttm sheet material was completed for all nominal camber
struts, and ;_ndin 8 of the strut packs was accomplished. ODe strut pack was
successfully forced in the precamber die to verify elimination of previous
dlmensional deviations by relocation of the pack in the die.
All raw materials and =any vendor-supplied hardware items were received. In-
cluded were ¢uchBaJor parts as solid leading and trailing edge stiffeners for
the structural struts, the 'eagle beak' shaped section of the pylon strut, and
the pylon strut inner body. Fabrication of ocher case parts was Initiated.
All flanges were completed, except for the rear Inner fan duct. Also, the rear
ee_ents for the outer core flo_ath ring were finished.
t
Shop process planning and tooling designs were completed for the to_rshaft
drive gears. Forgings were received for both the driven and driving geazs,
and rough machining of the six gear sets was co_pleted. Fabrtcat£on of the
Inner and outer towershaft progressed, and the inner center towershaft coup-
lin 8 was received from the vendor. Inspection showed that this coupling did
not conform to specifications. Since the Part £s not repairable, a nee coup-
ling will be manufactured.
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Integrated Core/Low Spool .High-Pressure Compressor -- Fabrication of the in-
let guide vanes along _th the sixth, eleventh, and twelfth stage vanes was
completed. Fabrication of the remaining stage vanes and all compressor blades
was continued.
The individual disks that comprise the hlgh-pressure compressor drum rotor
have been fully machined to the pre-veld configuration. The tandum dlsk raw
material was forged to correct a material envelope problem. The part has been
machined to a su£table shape for inspection and heat treatment.
The titanium forging for the variable vane case was received, and fabrication
has been init£ated. The titanuim forging for the compressor bleed case was
also received. Se_tfinlshtng operations for the titanium front split case
were completed and the pare is ready for flange weldment and finish _achtntng.
!nte2rated Core/Low Spool Combustor -- A spare diffuser case was successfully
cast and delivered to Pratt &Whitney. Fabrication of the inner combustor
case was also initiated.
Integrated Core/Low Spool High-Pressure Turbine:
Vanes -- To matntai= the esCablished assembly and test schedule for the first
build integrated core/low spool, a decision was made to cast a set of vanes
using PWA 1422 direccionally-_olid£fled alloy instead of PWA 1480 single crys-
tal alloy. This decision was based on favorable experience in casting PWA
1422 vanes for use in the component r£8. Meanwhile, efforts continue to
successfully cast PWA 1480 v_nes wlth the intention of providing a minimum of
three vanes for the first integrated core/low spool build and a full set of
vanes for the second build.
Blades -- Casting of a set of blades for the integrated core/low spool has
progr-----_ssed satisfactorily. These blades incorporate five additional cooling
air pedestals in the trailing edge core cavity based on results from blade
water flow cooling model tests.
Disk -- The fabrication effort directed toward the turbine disk has progressed
through hot lsostatic pressing, rough lathe turning, heat towering, and sur-
face cleaning.
Integrated Core/Low Spool Loy-Pressurs Turbine -- The only effort presently
included in this task is fabr£cation of the number 5 bearing, which is pro-
greselng on schedule.
t+l
3.3.3.2.2 Current Technical Progress
Integrated Core/Low Spool External and Adaptive Hardvare -- Fabrication of the
engine external hardware ls well cnd_rway. _ls lnclud_ gearLox modifica-
t£one, active clearance control plumbing end valvlns, oil tank engine mounts,
bifurcated ducts and adapter, and bracketing.
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Adaptive hardware not previously ordered buC required to support the first
Integrated core/low spool engine test was placed on order. Fabrication of the
high-pressure spool telemetry carrier and support was completed along with the
instrumentation probes listed below. Meanwhile, initial assembly of the
electronics was started.
Station 2.0 boundary layer probe
Station 2.0 pltot static probe
Station 3.0 pressure sen_ing head
Station 3.0 temperature sensing head
Station 4.9 pressure probe
Station 4.9 temperature probe
Station 4.9 and 5,0 air angle probe
InteBrated Core/Low Spool Fan -- Fabrication of the solid, shrouded fan blades
continued thls report perlod. At present, airfoil machining has been complet-
ed (see Figure 68). The remaining operations to be performed include final
machining of the dovetail and polishing the airfoil.
Figure 68 Fan Blade Nearing Final Stage of Fabrication
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The rubstrtp material for the fan containment case was received. Vendor in-
stallation of this rubstrlp material is scheduled for completion In the next
report period,
Machining of the stubehaft was completed during this period. The completed
shaft is shown in Figure 69. In addition, fabrication of the fan rotor nose
cone and cap was also completed, as shown in Figure 70.
Integrated Core/Low Spool Lob ?ressure Compressor -- All low-pressure com-
pressor airfoils, except fifth stage blades, have bQenunufactured. Vendor
fabrication of the fifth stage blades has been delayed by higher priority work.
Figure 71 shows the airfoils in their representative position in the flovpath.
", I II I IIIII
9
• _ 4¢,
•u _.." Cm. ., ",.. j , :
Figure 6g Completed Fen Stubshaft Su_sssnbly
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Figure 70 Completed Fan Rotor Nose Cone an_ Cap
INPid_ _, t t
Figure 71
,A
/
/
Completed Low-Pressure Compressor Airfoils
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Hachtnlng of the rotor disks is nearing completion. The remaining operation
is installatlou of the blade slots, which is _urreatly scheduled for comple-
tion In April 1982.
Fabrication of the bleed case was completed. Bleed case turning vane cascades
we[e received, along with the bleed valve ring and associated hardware. The
bleed case is shown in Figure 72 ant the turning vane cascade wax pattern is
shown In Figure 73.
Figure 72 Completed Low-Pressure Compressor Bleed Case
Figure 73 Completed Low-Pressure Compressor Vane Cascade
Wax Pattern
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_ntegrsted Core/Low _pool Compressor Intermediate Case -- The design and
fabrication of tooling has been completed. Attention concentrated on expedi-
ting the fabrica;ion of the schedule-pacing 15-degree uncamber structural
struts. Preparation of both the vrecaaber and finishin8 dies was completed.
The strut packs were successfully bonded and precambered. However, final
sup_rplastic expansion of the initial s_rut showed that the bonding pattern
was misindexed because of an improperly placed locating hole in the mask used
to apply the stop-off material that prevents unwanted bonding. This error
precluded the use of these first two struts in the case assembly, and two new
packs were prepared with the correct stop-off pattern.
The new 15-degree uncamber strut packs were then successfully bonded and
formed in the precambe_ and finishing dies. Prior to machining the leading
and trailing edges to receive the solid stiffeners, the struts were trimmed.
Figures 74 and 75 show two views of a 15-degree uncamber strut at this stage
of fabrication.
f
/
Figure 74 Bonded and Formed 15-Degree Uncamber Strut
Figure 75 Bonded and Formed 15-l)egree Uncamber Strut (Inner End View)
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Machining of the 15-desree uncamber strut edges was initially delayed by warp-
lng of the noaLnal camber structural struts whlch occurred during welding of
the solid sttf£_ners. Once Ch_ proble= was understood, however, machining and
veldtn8 operations were successfully co=pieced. Figures 76 and 76a show the
15-degree uncaaber strut lumedlately after stiffener veldlng. At the end of
the reporCln8 period, the struts were heat treated and esseatlally ready for
the start of case asseably.
_,_ b . , ". " -m -'_ - "" - ". "
• J dE - ' -, ._ ..... _ -
:Tit T
Figure 76 15-D_.gree Uncamber Strut Immediately After Stiffener Welding
r
Figure 76a 15-Degree Uncamber Strut Immediately After Stiffener Welding
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Fabrication of the nominal camber structural struts was completed wlth super-
plastic expansion of the struts In the finishing dle accomplished. After com-
pleting this operation, the seven best of the ten struts were selected a_d
their leading and trailing e_ges were trimmed and machined to accept the solid
stiffeners. Welding of the stiffeners to the struts was then completed.
After heat treatment, all of the nominal camber struts exhibited some degree
of warpage. A subsequent investigation attributed thls problem to flxturlng
that dld not provide the proper constraint, wlth some degree of weld shrinkage
being a contributing factor. A method to resolve thls problem was developed,
and additional fixtures were fabricated.
At present, reprocesslng of the seven noB1nal camber struts has been success-
fully completed. The struts are now ready for the start of case assembly.
All nonstructural vanes were procured, but an inspection uncovered inconsis-
tencies between attachments from one vane design to the next. As a result,
the vanes were returned to the vendor where the proper attachments were in-
corporated.
Pylon strut fabrication became the pacing Item for the initiation of case
assembly during the second half of the period. The side panels of the strut
were successfully formed, but machlnlng was impeded by the lack of computer
tapes. Fabrication of assembly tooling was completed on schedule, but an in-
spectlon of the tooling uncovered several discrepancies that were subsequently
corrected. Strut components were installed In their fixtures, and welding of
the pylon subassemblies was completed. The subassembly Is shown in Figure 77.
The fixture assembi_ is shown in Figure 77a prior to final welding. Welding
was initiated at the end of the report period.
Also completed was the fabr$cstlon of the other case parts, including the
inner duct rear flange and ring, outer duct ring, outer core front ring seg-
ments, and inner core ring. The completed inner core rlng is illustrated in
Figure 78.
Figure 77 Integrated Core/I_w Spool Internedlate Case Pylon
Strut Subassembly
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Figure 77a Integrated Core/Lov Spool Intermediate Case Fixture
Assembly Prior To Final Welding
• i
Figure 78 Completed Incesreced Core/Lov Spool Intermediate Case
Inner Core Ring (Cencerbody)
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As part of the intermediate case accessory drive _abrication effort, teeth on
the first gear set were recur to compensate for initial contact deviations. A
general inspection indicated that the desired profiles were achieved. Spllnes
were cut on the gears, and a detailed inspection was conducted prior to heat
treatment. After heat treatment, both gears of the set were inspected. Results
indicated that both the driving gear and the driven gear will be acceptable
followln8 minor additional tooth machining. Some minor _chlnlng on the front
and rear faces of :he first gear set has bRen completed.
Fabrication of all remaining accessory drive system parts was successfully
completed during the reporting period. These vendor-fabricated items include
the outer and inner towershafts, the outer and inner center towershaft cou-
plings, and the center towershaft bearing.
Intearated Core/Low Spool Rish-Pressure Compressor -- With the exception of
the single row exit guide vanes, all blades and vanes in the hlgh-pressure
compressor have been manufactured, end an in-house inspection of the airfoils
is in process. Heanwhile, fabrication of the compressor exlt guide vanes is
in progress. Figure 79 shows the high-pressure compressor airfoil array.
J
Figure 79 H_gh-Pressure Compressor Airfoil Array
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The flange weldment on the front split compressor case was completed, and
finished machining has been initiated. Also, the compressor bleed case was
mchlned to the preweld configuration. The bleed manifolds and flanges were
then welded to the case, and final machining of the case was started.
Provisions for instrumentation have been installed in the titanium rotor disks.
The disks were electron beam welded together, as shown in Figure 80. X-ray in-
spection verified the Integrity and qual£Cy of the velds. Final _chlntng
operations on the MERL 76 rear rotor were started . To date, all lathe work
has been completed. Installation of flange details has been tn£ClaCed.
Figure 80a shows the rotor prior to inscallaClon of flange holes. Fabrication
of che detail parts for the fixed stator shroud assembly was in/ttaced. All
Cooling was prepared, and machtn/ng of the outer shroud cases was scarred.
Figure 80 Integrated Core/Lov Spool El;h-Pressure Compressor
Assembled Rotor
"|
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Figure 80s Integrated Core/Low Spool HIsh-Pressure Compressor
HERL 76 Rotor
Inte_rated Core/Low Spool Combustor -- No significant fabrlcatlon effort
directed toward combustor hardware was conducted durlng the current reportlng
period.
lnt.e_rated Core/Low Spool HtBh Pressure Turbine:
Vane_...s -- The castlng vendor continued efforts to successfully cast PWA 1480
single crystal vanes. Casting problems reported previously have for the most
part been successfully resolved. However, a new difficulty has been exper-
Ienced. tnvolvin8 cracking of the airfoil at the leadln8 edge to outer shroud
fillet. Because of castlng dlfflcu_ties wlth the PWA 1480 material, PWA 1422,
a dtrecttonally solidified material, has been used to satisfy vane require-
ments for the Integrated core/low spool engine. To date, a total of 32
castings has been delivered, Including three castings of PWA 1480 material
determined to be acceptable for use in the tnteerated core/low spool engine.
81ade...._..ss-- Core shift problems have been experienced with caettn 8 of the blades
during this report period. Consequently$ only 32 casttnsF out of an order of
70 ware delivered.
:z
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Dls____k-- Flourescent penetrant inspection of the heat treated high-pressure
turbine disk disclosed a fine crack extending 360 degrees around the circum-
ference adjacent to the integral test material area on the rear side of the
web. An additional metallurgical inspection showed that the material had been
overtemperatured during the heat treat process. Rather than repeatinK the hot
tsostatic pressing operation and risk distortion of the sonic shape, it was
decided to use the spare disk compaction. At present, the spare compaction
has been machined to a sonic shape and completed heat treatment. The part is
now ready for sonic inspection.
.Integrated Core/Low Spool Low-Pressure Turbine -- Fabrication of the number 5
bearing is expected to be completed in April 1982.
3.3.3.3 Integrated Core/low Spool - Assembl_ and Inspection
3.3.3.3.1 Summary of Work Previousl_ Completed
The assembly floor planninK as well as tool design and fabrication efforts
associated with the assembly of the first build of the integrated core/low
spool euKtne were initiated.
3.3._.3.2 C.rrent Technical Pro§tess
A detailed assembly schedule has been formulated, firming up the previously
projected assembly start date of July 1982. An estimated 200 new tooling
items are required for assembly of the integrated core/low speol engine. Of
these, 184 are at least in the design phase with fabrication of some items
nearly complete.
3.3.3.4 Integrated. Core/low Spool - Test En_ineering and SUpport
3.3.3.4.1 Current Technical Progress
System-Related Activities -- AI1 of the work planned for integrated core/low
spool syscem-relaced actlvicies for chls reporclng period was completed. The
followlns table presents a summary of the work accompllshed with a discussion
of these efforts contained in subsequent paragraphs.
TABLE 3-XVIII
S_¥ OF SYST_qS ANALYSES FOR THE INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL
Predicted Performance Update Comparison
Operating Sensitivity to Core EfflcienLy Levels
Estimated Transient 0peratlon
Fuel Control Software Review
Startin S Requirements &eview
Detailed Deelgn Review Planning
¢
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Predicted Performance Update Comparison -- Analysis of the July 1981 perfor-
mance update of the integrated core/low spool was completed. Separate and
mixed flow exhaust cor_igurations were evaluated with and without instrumenta-
tion. Results for the more pertinent performance and operating parameters are
presented in Table 3-XIX for the sea level static, hot day takeoff condition
and in Table 3-XX for the maximum cruise flight condition. Design data for
the integrated core/low spool are included for comparison.
A comparison of results shows status component and overall performance differ-
ences are generally small relative to design levels. However, rotor speeds
may be limited during testing because rematching has caused high- ano low-
pressure spool speeds to increase 0.9 and 0.6 percent, respectively, at
takeoff and 0.6 and 2.6 percent, respectively, at maximum cruise compared to
design values. In addition, rated airflows have increased accordingly.
Temperatures at the ratings appear close enough to design levels so that no
problems are anticipated for testing the integrated core/low spool.
TABLE 3-XIX
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL COMPONENT PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
(July 1981 Status)
(TAKEOFF: 0 ft, O Mn, 84°F Day -- 50% Probablllty of _chlevement)
Separate Separate Mixed Mixed
Exhaust Exhaust Exhaust Exhaust
W/O Inst With Inst W/O lust With Inst
Fan
m
Pressure Ratio
(Duct) I. 60 I. 58 I. 61 i. 60 I. 57
(Core) 1.46 1.45 1.47 1.47 1.45
Corrected Flow (ib/sec)
(Duct) 1065 1060 1075 1075 1055
(Core) 158.9 155 7 160.2 158.9 150.4
Rotor Speed (rpm) 3940 3910 3965 3955 3885
Exit Temperature (OF)
(Duct) 175 173 176 176 171
(Core ) 154 153 155 155 152
Low-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio 1.64
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/sec) 115.4
Exit Temperature (OF) 258
1.64 1.65 1.65 1.64
113.8 115.9 115.3 110.2
256 261 260 257
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TABLE 3-XIX (continued)
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL COMPONENT PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
(July 1931 Status)
(TAKEOFF: 0 ft, O Mn, 84OF Day -- 50% Probability of Achievement)
Separate Separate Mixed Mixed
Exhaust Exhaust E::haust Exhaust
W/O lust With Inst W/O Inst With Inst
Ht_h-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Patio 13.25
Inlet Corr Flow (1b/set) 75.95
Rotor Speed (rpm) 14120
Exit Temperature (OF) ii00
13.20 13.20 13.13 12.85
75.35 75.70 75.40 72.35
14065 14130 14110 13935
1095 1100 1100 1085
Combustor
Inlet Corr Flow (1b/set) 6.99
Exit Temperature (OF) 2770
6.95 7.00 6.98 6.94
2770 2770 2770 2770
Hi_h-Pressure Turbine
Rotor Inlet Temp. (OF) 2620 2620 2620 2620 2630
Pressure Patio 4.07 4.03 4.07 4.06 4.08
Low-Pressure Turbine
Inlet Temperature (OF) 1840
Pressure Patio 4.88
Exit Temperature (°F) 1170
1845 1840 1845 1860
4.80 5.O1 5.00 4.86
1180 1160 1165 1205
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TABLE 3-XX
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL COMPONENT PERFORMANCE COMPARZSON
(July 1981 Status)
(MAXIMUM CRUISE" 35000 ft., 0.8 Mn, Standard Day
-- 50Z Probability of Achievement)
Separate Separate Mixed Mixed
Exhaust Exhaust Exhaust Exhaust
W/O lnst Wlth Inst W/O lnst Wlch Inst De_ig_
Fen
w
Pressure Ratio
(Duct) 1.71 1.69 1.71 1.70 1.71
(Core) 1.55 1.54 1.57 1.58 1.55
Corrected Flow (ib/sec)
(Duct) 1180 1180 1210 1220 1180
(Core) 180.2 178.0 184.4 184.8 178.2
Rotor Speed (rpm) 3855 3845 3930 3955 3855
Exlt Temperature (OF)
(Duct) 72 70 72 72 71
(Core) 52 52 55 56 52
1.74 1.78 1.80
123.9 126._ 126.2
152 160 163
Low-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio 1.73
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/sec) 125.0
Exlt 7empera.ure (OF) 152
13.95 13.75 13.60
77.90 77.65 76.95
13175 13245 13240
912 924 924
Hish-Preseure Compressor
Pressure Ratio 14.00
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/eec) 78.65
Rotor Speed (rpm) 13220
Exlt Temperature (OF) 916
1,75
123.6
153
Combuetor
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/sec) 6.97
Exit Temperatu_'e (OF) 2445
13.85
77.05
13160
911
Hi§h-Pressure Turbine
Rotor Inlet Temp (OF) 2310
Pressure Ratio 4.09
Low-Pressure Turbine
6.93 6.98 6.97 6.94
2445 2445 2445 2445
Inlet Temperature (OF) 1595
Pressure Ratio 5.50
Exit Temperature (OF) 948
2310 2310 2310 2315
4.05 4.08 4.06 4.09
1600 1595 1600 1605
5.46 5.69 5.75 5.46
953 937 935 952
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Operational Sensitivity to Core Efflclency Levels -- Pot_ntlal operational
problems resulting from poealbly lower than expected high-pressure compressor
and turbine efftctencles were evaluated. The analysis was conducted for a
separate exhaust configuration with instrumentation. Results are s_rized
for pertinent component parameters In Tables 3-XXI and 3-XXII for the sea
level static, hot day takeoff and the_aximum cruise conditions, respectively.
Data from the July 1981 performance update of the integrated core/low spool
are lucluded as the basis for comparison.
TA3LE 3-XX_
EFFECT OF CORE COMPONENT EFFICIENCIES ON INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL PERFORMANCE
(Separate Exhaust With Instrumentation - Takeoff: 0 ft, 0 Mn, 84°F Day)
Fan
-1% Change -1% Change
July 1981 High Compressor High Turbine
Status Efflclency .Ef ficie_
Pressure Ratio
(Duct)
(Core)
Corrected Flow (lb/cec)
(t_ct)
(Core)
Rotor Speed (rpm)
Exit Temperature (OF)
(Duct)
(Core)
1.58
1.45
1060
155.7
3910
173
153
l
i
t
r
1.57 1.57 I •
i.45 1.45
lo5o lO5O 1_
152.9 153.0 _
38a0 3885
t:
172 172 t
152 152 ' t
t.!
1.64 1.64 ,
I
112 • 2 112.2 , '
255 256 1
13.05 13.00 I
74.25 74.10 iI
13990 13990
1090 1085 I
8
Low-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio
Inlet Corrected Flow (ib/sec)
Exit Temperature (OF)
1.64
113.8
256
High-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio
Inlet Corrected Flow (lh/sec)
Rotor Speed (rpm)
Exit Temperature (OF)
13.20
75.35
14065
1095
Combustor
Inlet Corrected Flow (Ib/sec)
Exit Temperature (OF)
6.95 6.95 6.93
2770 2770 2770
HIsh-Pressure Turbln___t
Rotor Inle_ Temperature (OF)
Pressure Ratio
2620 2620 2620 L'
4.03 4.03 4.03 i_
!
Low-Pressure Turbine
-_ Inlet Temperature (oF) 1845 1845 L355
Pressure Ratio 4.80 4.76 _.77
Exit Temperatur_ (OF) i180 i185 i190
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TABLE 9-XXI 1
EFFECT OF CORE COMPONENT EFFICIENCIES OF INTEGRATED COR_/LOW SPOOL PERFOR"_NCE
(Separate Exhaust, Wlth Instrumentation --
Maximum Crui_.: 35000 ft, 0 M_n, Standard Day)
Fan
-IZ Change -1% Change
July 1981 High Compressor High Turbine
Status Efficiency Efficiency
Pressure Ratio
(Duct) 1.69 1.68 1.69
(Core) 1.54 1.5_ 1.54
Corrected Airflow (lb/sec)
(Duct_ 1180 1175 1180
(Core) 178.0 175.7 176.0
Rotor Speed (rpm) 3845 J8_5 3830
Exit Temperature (OF)
(Duct) 70 69 70
(Core) 52 51 _I
Lcw-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio
Inlet Corr Flow (ib/sec)
Exit Temperature (OF)
1.74 1.75 1.75
123.9 122.6 122.7
152 151 152
Hi_h-Pressure Compressor
Pressure Ratio
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/sec)
Rotor Speed (rpm)
Exit Temperature (OF)
13.95 13.75 13.75
77.90 76.85 76.75
13175 13110 13110
912 911 903
_ombustor
Inlet Corr Flow (lb/sec)
Kxlt Temperature (OF)
6.93 6.93 6.91
2445 2445 2445
Ri6h-Pressure Turblne
Rotor Inlet Temperature (OF)
Pressure Ratio
2310 2310 2310
4.05 4.05 4.04
Low-Pressure Turblne
Inlet Temperatture (OF)
Pressure Ratio
Exit Temperature (OF)
1600 1600 1605
5_46 5.45 5;46
953 955 960
lb. IIF_'
I
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Results with lower core efflciencles showed no operational problems. This is
primarily because the integrated core/low spool will operate to a rated tem-
perature rather than a rated thrust. Consequently, rotor speeds, airflows and
pressure levels are generally reduced by additional inefficiencies. More
specific results are summarized in the following table.
TABLE 3-XXIII
EFFECT OF UNEXPECTEDLY LOW HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR
AND HIGB-PRESSURE TURBINE EFFICIENCIES ON
INTEGRATED CORE/LOW SPOOL OPERATION
Hl_h-Pressure Compressor
o Temperature Limit at Rating Precludes Operating Problems - Thrust
Reduced
o Pressure, Pressure Ratio, Airflow, and Rotor Speed Levels Reduced
o Bypass Ratio and Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption Increased
o Cooling A/r Temperature Lowered
o High-Pressure Turbine Parameters Not Affected
o Low-Pressure Turbine Work Reduced and Exit Temperature Increased
Hi_h-Pressure Turbine
o Temperature Limit at Rating Precludes Operating Problems - Thrust
Reduced
o Pressure, Pressure Ratio, Airflow, and Rotor Speed Levels Reduced
o Bypass Ratio and Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption Increased
o Cooling Air Temperature Lowered
o High-Pressure Turbine Work Lowered and Exit Temperature Increased
o Low-Pressure Turbine Work Not Affected and Exit Temperature Increased
Estimated Transient Operation -- An analysis of engine transient operction was
conducted to assess compression system stability, In this study, the separate
exhaust configuration was evaluated at sea level and the mixed exhaust con-
figuration was evaluated both at sea level and altitude. The simulation used
in these analyses also included the effects of instrumentation. Preliminary
surge margin requirements for the flight propulsion system were used to
measure stability adequacy.
Evaluations were made for the three transient modes planned for the integrated
core/low spool control system. These Include a rate-limited deceleration,
snap (emergency) deceleration, and race-limited acceleration. Rate limited
power lever movements were on the order of 20 seconds at sea level and 16.7
seconds ac altitude. Sea level transients were between takeoff and ground
idle, while altitude transients were between maximum climb and flight idle
(minimum fuel flow).
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Results of this analysis showed that fan stability is adequate. Transient and
steady state operating lines were coincident for the different configurations
and conditions. However, some potential instabilities were evident with the
low- and high-pressure compression systems. Figures 81 through 83 present the
typical operating characteristics of the for-pressure compressor. Similar in-
formation is shown in Figures 84 _hrough 86 for the high-pressure compressor.
The results in these figures are for a mixed cor_iguration at se_ level condi-
tions, but they are indicative of the operating trends shown at sea level with
a nonmixed configuration and at altitude with the mixed configuration.
On the basis of this analysis, the following conclusions have been made.
o A potential deficiency in low-pressure compressor surge margin exists
in the region above idle during a rate-llmited deceleration, as shown
in Figure 81.
Immediate openlng of the exit surge bleed provides protection for the
low-pressure compressor during a snap deceleration, as shown in Figure
82.
o A potential deficiencj in high-pressure compressor surge margin exists
in the region above Idle during a rate-limlted acceleration, as shown
in Figqre 86.
o Nc other ;otentlal stability problems are anclcipated for the
compression system.
Several control system revisions have been recommended to obviate any poten-
tial compression system instabilities. These consist of the following.
Actuation of the low-pressure compressor exit surge bleed should be
moved up 350 rpm in high-pressure rotor speed to preclude any low-
pressure ccmpressor surge margin inadequacy during rate-limited
deceleration, as shown in Figure 81.
Act_mtion of the low-pressure compressor exit surge bleed should be
based on mechanical rather than corrected hikh-pressure rotor speed to
provide adequate surge margin for the low-pressure compressor during
rate-limited deceleratl_n at altitude.
A slower power lever angle movement should be used during rate-limlted
acceleration to provide surge margin adequacy for the high-pressure
compressor, if high-pressure compressor rig testing indicates that
stab_llty is _rse than the analytical results in Figure 86 show.
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Fuel Control Software Review -- A review of the control system software speci-
fied for the integrated core/low spool Isas conducted. Component and overall
system data from the July 1981 performance update and the transient analysis
were the basis for this review.
Several changes were recommended, in addition to those made as a result of the
transient operation analysis. A Mach number bias was suggested in the event
that the integrated core/low spool should be tested at altitude. Increases in
maximum high- and low-pressure rotor speed limits were recommended to provide
more realistic operating margins relative to speed levels currently expected
during integrated core/low spool testing.
Startin_ Requirements Review -- A review of starting requirements for the
integrated core/low spool was also made in this reporting period. The differ-
ent items investigated with respect to their impact on starting included high-
pressure compressor rig surge testing, high-pressure turbine operating
(motoring) line predictions, combustor rig lighting experience, stability
airbleed capabilities, and other engine experience.
High-pressure compressor testing in the starting region indicated that regions
of rotating stall exist in the vicinity of the operating (motoring) line
defined by the July 1981 performance simulation. However, since the operating
llne is very difficult to locate accurately in the starting region, other
factors were examined to determine the direction and magnitude of their impact.
The influence of the fifteenth stage compressor bleed was assessed since com-
pressor rig testing showed that the tenth stage starting bleed was not effec-
tlve in providing more surge margin in the starting region. Fifteenth stage
bleed capability was estimated to be 7.4 percent with the current active
clearance control plumbing design and up to a maximum of 15.0 percent with
plumbing modifications. Surge margin improvements of 0.8 and 1.6 percent were
projected for the respective bleed capabilities.
A reassessment of hlgh-pressure turbine operation at low power conditions
indicated that the effective controlling vane area is larger than assumed in
the performance simulation, as show_ in Figure 87. This should provide an
additional high-pressure compressor surge margin benefit of at least 1.2
percent.
Combustor rig testing indicated that lighting will be 'soft' and accomplished
at low fuel flow rates. Therefore, combustor ignition should not significant-
ly influence high-pressure compressor operation during starting.
Finally, a comparison of integrated core/low spool starting analysis results
was made with other Pratt & Whitney engine starting experience. The conclu-
sions reached are that analytical predictions of starting capability have
proven to be rather pessimistic in the past and that the integrated core/low
spool predictions appear to be comparable to those engines that have never
experienced starting difficulties.
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Figure 87 Integrated Core/Low Spool High-Pressure Turbine
Flow Capacity Comparison
From this review, the following recosBendattona were made.
o Provision should be made to have the capability to extract the maximum
possible bleed from the fifteenth stage active clearance control
plumbln8 system.
o High-pressure turbine rig testing should include starting region
operation to confirm analytically-predlcted flow cap_clty levels.
o The starter should be kept engaged to the highest possible high-
pressure rotor speed to help accelerate the spool to idle.
Detailed .Desi6n Review PlannlnE -- Planning of performance updating activities
f_r the detailed design review of the integrated core/low spool was completed.
However, the performance effort was not started.
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